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miQlAvL APEX_ BODY

Fuly 20, 1975.

Shri K.V .Raghunatha Heddy, 
Minister for Labour, 
Government of India, 
New Delhi.

Dear Sir,

I have to convey to you the following decisions 
of the AITUC Secretariat.

Tire AITUC agreed to participate in an All-India 
Trade Union Committee, consisting of the tv/o central Trade 
U^iion Organisations to begin with, namely the AITUC and the 
INTUC, both the organisations having five me^mbers each, 
with five alternates, on the All-India T.U.Committee.

In our opinion, this kpey: Committee of TUs should 
have the function^of consultation and discussion with the 
ministries dealing with the public sector in the first 
place, on ell matters concerned vrith the public sector.

The same committee should deal \/ith the industries 
sector, the mode of consultation with Uae 
to be evolved oefter further talks with Govt,

Vunderstood that this cormrittee is UxOt only 
in th€i narrow sense of the terms, but will 
deal vzith all matters, including Finance 
as is fully implied in the concept of

in the private 
private sector

It is 
a TU Committee 
have povzers. to 
and Ibnagoment, 
participation in management.

In ordei-* to define the functioning of this Apex 
Committee the AI'IUC and INTUC should sit with the Labour 
Ministry for a preliminary discussion.

We are herewith sending
Cormrittee, the names 6th to 10th b<jixxa'^±vkJL), u
who me^.y attend along with others in the full Corm;ittee

you our ten name3 for the 
heing oAtcirxativoc, but

5 .

LK^.. OF AI TUG KBPBESEimTTVES. FOR APEX TU COUuTTEE

1 •

2.
3.
A.
7.

6.

7.

9.
10.

Dr. hanen Sen, h.P., President.

S.A.Dange, General Secretary.
K.1 .Sriwastava, Secretary.
h .S .FrishnianH.L.A., Vice-President.
K.K.KrishnanJ Member, Working Committee.
Indrajit Gupta, M.P., Vice-lresident.
Raj Bahadur Sour, Tres-surer.
Chaturanan Mishra, M.L.A., Vice-President. 

Par^sathi Krishnan, M.P., Secretary.
Komi Daji, H.LA., Member, Working Committee.



FORMATION OF MATIOM APEX

LABOUR MINISWS LETTER NO.EM/2/7'? DATED 23RD JULX.197'7

Subject:- National Apex Body,

Dear Sir,

I am directed to say that in pursuance of the 
recent discussions, the Union Minister of Labour had with 
the representatives <3f your Organisations, it has been 
decided to set up a National Apex Body to sort out the 
general problems of industrial relations in private sector 
in ordex to motivate the workers to increase productivity 
nnd production and help the Government to solve other relateed 
problws. This Apex Body shall meet periodically to discuss 
and review: th*? general problems with a view to maintain 
industrial p.^'^ace and harmony in various 
composition of the National Apex Body is

WORKERS» €P>3ANISATI0NS

1

industries. The
as under

\

IT*

III.

Indian Matignal Trade Union Congress

Members

1, 
2.
3.

All

Shri
u

n

n

n

B. Bhagavati, M.P. 
G.Ramanujam 
V .V .Dravid 
Bishnu Banerji
C. M .Stephen, M.P.

India Trade Union Congress

Members

1.
2.
3.

5.

Alternate Members

Shri
u

II

n

II

1 .C .Dikshit, M.P.
Kanti Mehta 
V.R.Hoshing, MLA 
N.K.Bhatt, M.P.
G.Sanjeeva Redd^^

Alternate Members

1. Dr. Ranen Sen, M.P. 1.Shri Indraj it" Gupta,M .P .
2. Shri S JV .Range 2. " Raj Bahadrfr Gour*
3. IT K.G .Sriwastava 3. ’’ Chaturanan Mic^hra

M'.LJV.
4. n M .S . Kri 8hnan, M. L.A. R. Srat. Parvathi

Krishnan, M.P.
n N .K .Krishnan 5. " Homi BajijMLA

Hind Mazdoor Sabha

Member'* Alternate. Membe

Shri Makhan Chatterjee 1. Shri Vimal Mehrotra

contd....2
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EMPLOWeS OR CANISATIQNS , 

1* Employers Federation of India

Members Alternate Members

1

2.

b..

Shri

11

H

11

Naval H.Tata

I.P>Anand

P.ChLal

Names to be intimated late:

K.Hartley

\
li• All India Organisation of Employers

Members Alternate T4Imbers

2.
3.-
b.

Shri

II

II

K .R

PC .N

l.K

Polar

Lfodi

Devarajuiu

Singhania

Names to be intimated late1

n

H .S .

III. All India fenufacturers \ Organisation

• Members Alternate Members

Shri B.V, Mehta Names to be intimated late

2. Somani



MTDTlULiS VJITH lllON lABQUR MINISTEL 

AMD PRIME MIMISTER

On duly the Union Labour Minister called a 
meeting of representatives of central trade imion organi
sations to consider the tasks in the context of national 
emergency. He met sepaiv^/bel^’ the representatives of 
AITUC, INTUC and HUMS.

In the same evening the Finance Minister
C.Subramaniam called a joint meeting of the TU represen
tatives on the question of CDS. The CDS with regard to 
wages aicd bonus has e:>q)ired according to government noti
fication on and from 1 duly. All trade unions were 
unanimous in asking the Finance Minister to do away with 
the with regard to DA too which woi^d create a favou
rable impact amongst the ‘ 
stated in reply that the 
September.

Tire Finance Mnister 
will he reviewed in

workers. 
question

Tire joint meeting with the Prime Minister of the
TU representatives took place on 5” duly morning. AITUC 
was represented by S .A . Dange, Indrajit Gupta, K.G.Sriwas 
tave, T .U.Sid-dhcsnta, Y .D .Sharma and N.C.Dutta. S .A .Dange 
and Indrajit Gupta spoke on behalf of AITUC.

of the AITUC at the outset 
hy the Prime Minister against 

s 
support it. Tire counterrevolu-

S .A. Dange on behalf 
stated that the steps taken 
counterrevolutionary forces and their bid for power, was 
timely and justified end we 
tionary forces though beaten have not been completely 
vanquished. Thiey will nov; try to operate in the sphere of 
economy by means of sabotage and dislocation of economy. 
Therefore, vrorkers ’ vigilance committees should be formed 
in all industrial units and undertakings.

The Following points were stressed by us: 

1. We pointed out the necessity of continuing the 
process of bipartite settlement of wage disputes which htus 
developed since sometime and has given good results. Tire 
cases of Port & Dock and power workers were particularly 
pointed out in this connection.

v;<j..Lai uuees Should be formed in plants 
and undertakings to prevent any sabotage of production.

3 Hailway Dismissals;

It was pointed out to the Prime Minister that 
despite assurances of the concerned Minister that excepting 
those against whom cases of rd.olence or sabotage are pend
ing, all others will be reinstated, the Railway Admini-* 
stration has taken.a discriminatory and vindictive attitude 
against our union activists and key union leaders aird that 
bulk of those still out of job is in S.E.Railway. It was 
suggested on our behalf that high level committee of 
ministers be formed who will quickly dispose of all pending 
cases without learning them at the discretion of the railway 
administration.

contd..,.2
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The. Prime Minister was Sulso requested to see that 
the Govt, may not go in for appeal against judgements of 
High Courts which have gone in favour of dismissed 
railway workers •

U. Prime Minister was requested to see that provocative 
victimisations by employers both in public and private 
sectors do not take place and retrenchments, layoffs, 
lockouts, and dismissals are not resorted to by the emplo
yers by taking advantage of the Emergency as in the past. 
An Ordinance should be'promulgated in this regard.

J. Similarly it was suggested that arrests of Trade 
Union functionaries under DIR or MISA be not resorted to 
as had happened in Madhya Pradesh and Himachal Pradesh.

6. It was pointed out that production and working of the 
nationalised sector of textiles should be reviewed and 
reorganised.

7. In the period of .emergency to enable the IMion 
Labour Ministry to intervene quickly and settle industrial 
disputes, ’Labour’ should be considered as a central ' 
subject.

8. No appeal to Higher Courts should be permitted 
against judgements or avzards in favour of workers by 
Tribunals or High Courts.

9. The CDS with i^egard
*

to DA also be withdrawn.

Cases of deliberate10.
employers were pointed out 
etc. resulting in largescale lay-off.

curtai3.rnent of production by 
such as in Bata, Hind Motors

The INTUC and HLS representatives also spoke in 
the meeting.

{

The .Prime Minister in her reply gave the back-
• ground developments which necessitated promulgation of 

Emergency and other steps. She asked for cooperation of 
Trade Unions in increasing production and preventing any 
sabotage.

given power to intervene
It was stresses by AITUC that workers should be 

in the sphere of production.

Our suggestion to 
industries in respect of 
was agreed to and on the 
this process is to start 
Textile industry has been called on 10th July. Such 
meetings in respect of other industries will be called 
later on.

discuss issues of various 
matters affecting production 
instructions of Prime Minister 
forthwith. A meeting to discuss

Tiie same afternoon Chandrajit Yadav. Minister for 
Steel and Mines met the worker^, representatives, in the 
Steel Negotiating Committee separately and then jointly 
with the management of steel plants.

He agreed to appoint vigilance committee of TUs ano 
welfare committee consisting of all unions in the plant. 
He also annotmced that the steel workers will get essential 
articles in the shops arranged by the management.



Intervening again, the Union Labour Minister stated that,the 
entire question of Kanpur industry should be decided here and 
now. All these mills should lift the lay off within 24 hours 
from now and all those who were retrenched should be re-instated* 
The Government can not sit back, indefinitely as an idle specta
tor. The Chief Minister of U.P. further pointed out that market 
was .looking up and. things v)€Te*“ty^codiirrigbetter and particularly 
with the Banking Secretary’s clarification that wages could be 
treated asgthe first 'charge, there would be no reason why the 
employers ' should not respond favourably to the suggestion made 

' here for lifting of the lay off immediately and reopening all 
the closed mills within 7 days .

9. After .co.nsiderable, discussions: the Chairman Shri Ramanujam, 
then made the following proposition for the consideration of 
the Bipartite Committee

’ICay off wherever, it is in force in the textile industry
• in the country-should be lifted within 24 hours. The 
.Kanpur Textile Mills which are closed should res^tart 
'.functioning within one week.'”

Otherwise, he pointed out that the workers‘want to be relieved 
of all their obligations under the recommendations of the NAB 
and they might be tempted to, function as if there was no 
emergency.

10. Responding to this proposition of the Chairman, Shri Venka- 
teaalu on behalf of Employers stated that the employers would 
undertake to apprise all the textile mills that they must 
follow strictly the decisions of the Apex Body. In the present 
meeting, he could go to the extent that they will advise all 
the mills in the country to follow unanimous decision of the 
Apex Body. He wanted another meeting in.15 days’ time to discuss 
the details of lay off and closures. The Chairman then summed
up as follows j-

”The employer members agreed to advise all the employers 
in the textile industry in the country that they should 
respect the unanimous recommendations of the NAB”. The 
Chairman then read out the unanimous decision of the NAB 

taken in its Second .meeting held on 13.8.75 which read as 
followsj-

5. The National Apex Body urges that there shall not be 
any unilateral lay off in any unit or industry and 
that any proposal for lay off should first be discussed 
at the plant level bipartite meeting and if there is 
agreement at that level lay off may be introduced sub
ject to the terms of such agreement. If, however there 
is no agreement at the plant level bilateral discussicr', 
the matter shall be taken up either by the State or by 
•the national committee for the industry within a speci
fied time limit. Where the lay-off is confined to units 
in any industry'' within one State only, the State shall b ■ 
competent to deal with it. V/here, however, units in the 
industry in more than one state are affected by lay off 
the matter shall, be decided by the National Industrial 
Committee.

6. While bonafide lay offs, for reasons beyond the control 
of managements have to be dealt with sympathetically, 
other kinds of lay-off, including lay off on account
of economic reasons, may have to be dealt with different
ly. In order that the workers may appreciate the economic 
difficulties of the managements it was agreed by the 
management representatives that there shall be conti
nuous sharing of information regarding economy of the

Cont.-... page 4.
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rndustry with the workers’ representatives. Where 
the employer has been making profits or has built 
up substantial reserves, aid. efforts should be 
made to avoid lay off and so bea^the burden out, 
of its accumulated resources.”

The above decisions will be strictly adhered to by the 
employers and they have agreed to have no unilateral lay. off 
in terms of the said decision whether such lay off commenced 
before or after the decision of the NAB.

V

'll. The Chairman then-made another proposition regarding 
the closed mills. Since the employers expressed their help
lessness in regard to reopening of the two closed mills in 
Kanpur (i.e. Atherton West and laxmiratan) and since at 
the same time they expressed their view against talcing 
over pending detailed examination of the question, the 
workers urged upon the Government to take over the closed 
mills immediately. The Chairman reiterated that the position 
regarding lay off has been made clear by the NAB. The vbody 
clearly laid down that there should not be any unilateral 
lay off. He further stated that all lay offs today were 
the result of the unilateral action and, 
should be lifted immediately. The employers 
view that these 
ti on of the NAB 
agreement.

therefore, these
'S reiterated their 

lay offs were existing prior to the oonstitu 
and did not constitute any violation of the,

to the formation of compact bipartite 
into cases' of apprehended closures and

12. V/ith regard 
committee to go 
prevent such closures, the 'Chairman proposed that there 
should be a compact bipartite committee and said he would 
leave the size of that committee to the Union labour 
Minister.

13. The meeting ended with a vote of thanks to the 
Attending iVIinis ters and to the Chairman.



NATIOMAL APliX BODY

FUHCTIOMS

1 . and. give guide-lines and decisions whereTo discuss and give guide-lines and decisions where 
possible on questions of productive capacity and produ
ction in different industries and plants, sorting out 
bottlenecks end suggesting changes'where necessary in_ 
lay-outs and plans, including questions of policy of 
pricing and supplies.

2. To work out methods of workers' participation in mana.'.e- 
ment in all its spheres, including shop-floor working, 
economic and technical management of the plant or a 
complex of plants cued in companies concerned •

3 To examine and suggest solutions where closures, retre
nchment and lay-offs have taken place oi‘ are threatenC'

To discuss and find solutions in large-scale disputes c 
wage agreements and policies involved.

5. To examine the position of the overall economy, as it 
influences on the vzorking of different sectors such as 
new installations, expansion etc. and to find how TUs 
can help.

6 To examine and suggest measures to 
lock-outs ♦

avoid strikes and

Violations and non-implementations 
agreements, awards etc.

of labour laws,

8 To give the Trade Unions more room
above objectives apart from their normal and usual 
Trade Union work.

to function for the

To form State Apex.Bodies and their counter-parts on 
Industry Basis.



FIRST I-'EETIHG OF WB (29 »ILH.E 1975)

BRIEF RESUIFS OF THE DI3CU3SI0KS AW BECISIORS 
OF FIRST MEETING OF THE KATlOHAL APEX BODY, 
HELD AT HEW DELHI OH 29--7-“1975-.

The National Apex Body set up by the Central Governnoi;! 
to review the industrial relations climate in the country” 
and to promote hsTmony md peace with a ■\d.ew to boost up 
production and productivity during the present emergency, 
started functioning with ’effect from 29th July, 1975? when 
it held its first meeting# The Union Labour Minister 
presided over the meeting which was attended by the repress.: - 
tatoves of the three trade uiiions, • ATTIC, IHTUC and
HMS and the representatives of employers* from their 3 organ.’ 
tions, viz Employers’ Federation of India, All India 
Manufacturers’ Orgcunisaticn and All India Organisation of
Employers. -The list of members who attended Rs appended henri

of the vrorkers,2< Speaking on behalf 
the AI'TUC, stated that the main function of’ this Body 
would be to give shape to the economic content of the staTi.;e 
of emergency which was reflected in the Prime Minister’s 
20-point Hew Economic P??ograrame* He stated that a nevz role 
was envisaged for the working class in this new situation. 
Though the old motivation of the working class to get more 
wages end for the employers to earn more profits will 
continue, both the sections will have to change their role 
to ensure fulfilment of Prime Minister’s new economic 
programme. So long all matters of important economic 
decisions relating to the management of industry belonged 
exclusively to employers’ domain, but from now on the 
employers %/ill have to loam to live with direct interven
tion of the workers in matters of economic management of f . 
industry. Participation does not mean having a seat by the 
trade union in the Board of Directors, or having a chair in 
the room of the Managing Director of the Plant. It means 
workers’ involvement in the entire productive process 
including investment decisions, pricing, distribution and 
the effect that the industry vzill have on the total economy. 
Coming down to specific industries, he mentioned that the 
NationcQ. Apex Body she,..Rd talre up the question of expansion 
of productive capacity of the composite cotton textile mills 
in the private sector. There hau. been hesitation both on 
the part of the Government as well as Indus try in expandin •: 
capacity in this industiy# It was time that both gave, up 
this hesitation and came foiwzard with a bold suggestion fci* 
its expansion. He also mentioned about Sugar and Cement 
industries. Regarding cement, he pointed out that the 
programme of building.huts for the agricultural labourers 
would not be successful unless cement was made available 
freely and cheaply to that sector. He pleaded for more plants 
and increasing capacity in this industry. He stated that, 
while dealing with increase in productivity, the concomitant 
problems of compensation to workers would come in, which 
would bring in its trail problems of wage increase, better 
working conditions and all that. But, in this committee his 
suggestion was to concentrate on the basic issues confronting - 
the industry, which had a general bearing on the economy as 
a whole.

'l.')

contd....2
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3. Shri Bhagawati, speaking on behalf of the INTUC, st^>ted 
that a new climate had to be created for constructive work. 
A new chance for the notion had come. Ths-t was the rationale 
for this Apex Body. Ke suggested that there should be 
national Ape?: Body like this as well as Indus try-level apex 
body at the national level and plant level bod-iesj. _His ,  
organisation will eschew industrial action, "thou:di'they wril 
not give up the right to strike. This committee shoulo. oeal 
with two major aspects concerning the industry.in general, 
i.e. increasing production and productivity and a summary 
method of dispute settlement^ But to bring about this new 
climate, the prerequisite is workers’ participation in 
management. He stated that this National Apex Body'should 
jiave adequate authority to eni’orce its decisions. Labour 
Mnister shoiHd attend the meetings of this Body and other 
Ministers of Economic Departments may be invited to attend its 
meetings-as and when their subjects come up for discussion.

A. Shri MaJdian Chatterjee, speaking on behalf 
hazdoor Sabha, stated that steeped as they were 
tradition of conflict, it would be difficult i'or 
switch on to the new responsibility of a constru- 
So far, the relationship between the workmen and 
was generally that ol animus and conflict. Now

s a
...g about a new orientation on both sides, 

commi'

of Hind 
in the old 

them to
.0 five approach. 

, uiic x u-^v>nship be’tween the workmen and trie - employers 
generally that ol animus and conflict. Now that both the 

sectors had the same common objective, it would not be 
difficult to bring cub out a new orientation on both sides. He 
further stated that in the initial stages of this committee 
the Government s'nculd be associated with it to help the Body 
of function properly. It might take some time to shake off 
the old pride and prejudices, but with goodwill and under- 
stanidng it will not be difficifl.t to do so to make this Body 
an effective organ for overseeing the proper functioning of 
the economy.

va.xod g1 oquencc 
J not a v;ord 

ai;)oentecism of workers Akiick 
than 

cuid it v;as because of this that 
erated out of ad.l proportion.

in process of combating 
recession in the 

and r
On the question o. 

that the whole matter

V/elcoming the formation of this National Apen Body, 
Shri Naval. H.Tata stated, that one should not be oblivious 
of lacunae in the present system. Tire stark realities of 
life should be appreciated before we could make this Body 
function effectively, he stated that the problem of 
recognition had been haunting the industry for the past 
many years and unless this problem was satisfactorily settled, 
one could not evolve a good incchanisam for collective 
bargaining and participative management. lie further stated 
that vzhile the leaders of the working class 
on the question of lay-off and retrenchment 
spoken about large-scale 
necessitated maintaining of a much bigger muster 
required by the industry, 
lay-offs usuajLly got exag 
Further when the country was 
inflation, there would be pockets of 
economy which would necessitate lay-off and retrenchment as 
a part of the national policy. On the question of participa
tion in management, he wanted that the whole matter should 
be viewed objectively. There were enough reasons for the 
system being a non-starter in this country. The basic reason, 
according to him, was trade union rivalry. Before tal-king 
lyricaJ.ly about participative management, we must decide how 
to give workers' representation for this t^qpe of organisation. 
V/ould nomination be restricted to the recognised union or 
would it be through secret ballot? Fnis was not a h^q^othe- 
tical but a genuine question and the success of this’ experi
ment would depend on the solution of this question. There was 
further danger that this forum instead of discharging the 
functions given to them may degenerate into platform’’of

i

contd -3



collective bargaining, thereby throwing overboard the basic 
concept of participative management. In V/est Germany 
the■principle of co-determination was fvnetioning successful! 
no wage question was discussed by the worker-member in the

' Board/of Directors. This was left entirely to the trade
. amlojns_>-_h-e_.mentiQned that during 

might be advised no 
should be uniformity in-labour legislation 
that his organisation always believed in 
partisia and welcomed the Body 
approached problems keeping in view

- ■'/lew in mind it would be a success.

mere
.-...-f..lly,

the emergency State Governments 
to legislate.on labour matters. There

Winding up he said 
the spirit of bi

ll e had no doubt if both
e ach 0 th e r' s p o in t of

sides

of All India Organisation 
points regarding Keralci.
Rajasthan dovernment's

Shri Podar, speaking on behalf 
of Employers, raised three specific 
Government's omnibus order bn Bonus, 
insistence on compulsory arbitration and the problem of 

recognition of wions in those units where there was 
multiplicity of unions. He wanted a national guideline on 
such problems.

7*- Shri ^fehta, speairing on behalf of All India Manufac
turers' Organisation, emphasised the importance of setting 
up of a mechanisiii to ^cinimisc work stoppages. He further 
stated that there should be built-in provision in lav; that 
neither party should take industrial action, without giving 
adequate notice, and there should be a period of 'cboling off’ 
of 60 days during which both sides should malre serious attempt 
to sort out their problems, without resorting to any 
Industiricl action. ’ t

. the bnion
Minister 
Mnisters 
to attend 

their ministries arc

3. Members of the Rational Apex Body decided that it -would 
be ’a bipartite body with the secretarial assistance provided 
by the Labour Ministry. They also suggested that 
Labour Minister or in hi-s absence Deputy Labour ; 
should, cilways aisisend the meetings of this Body. ' 
in charge of Economic Ministries Will be invited 
as and when specific problems regarding 
discussed.

The cr.r 
promulgated an executive order wider 

izhich they had directed establishments to pay bonus at the 
year as it was paid last year, 

was a matter of national 
take up and give a decision as 
the employers to pay,the same 
their financial results 
raised, by them was with 
three medium size units 
Later on the employers 

-J- 4*1^1 4- -4-

The Net ti on al Apex Body during its discussion took 
cognisance of three complaints, -two from employers end one 
from all the workers . The employers, pointed out tlia.t the 
Government of Kerala promulgated 

establishment 
same rate during the current 
The employers stated that this 
policy which this body should 
it was not cquitous to coerce 
rate of bonus irrespective of 
current year. The other point 
to the closing down of two or 
duo to trade union acthuities. 
drew this point and suggested that the matter would be 
sorted out st tne Gtate Government level. The representatives 
of workers raised the general problem of increase in incidence 
of lay-off, retrenchment and closures. They wanted that this 
problem should Tu gone into in depth by this Committee and 
come out with some solution.

of the 
regard 
in Bombay 
with”

It was decided that necessary information relating to 
lay-off, retrenchment and closures that have taken place in 
the recent past, will be supplied by the representatives of 
both employers and employees to the comnlttee, so that the 
Apex Body can at its next meeting discuss the issue and come 
to some consensus regarding hie remedial measures to be taken



U-

10< It was also decided that information will be obtained 
from the Gevernment of Kerala regarding the order issued by 
them on bonus, which will be placed before the cominittee 
for its consideration.

The Labour Minister informed the members that he would 
iiovernraents to ascertain their views regar-

11.
write to the State
ding setting up of similar Apex Bodies at the State level

decided that if a particular industry12. It was also
wanted to set up a national level bi-partite committee 
such a body would be set up as it would function under the 
general direction of the National Apex Body.

13« The next meeting of the National Apex Body will be 
held on 13th August, 19??? at lO.A.M.in Shram Shakti Hiavan, 
Committee. Room *C’ Wing, New Delhi. ‘

LIST .OF. T4EW3EKS WHO. ATTENDED THE PIHST TiEETING
OE. THE MTIONAL APEX BODY -ON 2977Vl 97^

WORKERS> ORGANISATIONS

Lt
1, Dr, Ranen Sen, M.P.
2. Shri 3 .A, Dange

” K. G .SriWas tava
” M.S .Krishnan, MLA.

A.I.T.U.C. II. I.N.T.U.C.

*
3.

1.
2.

- 3.

5.

Shri B .Bhagavati
G .Ramanuj arn
Shri V .V .Dravid

C.M.Stephen, M.P 
” Kanti Mehta

Ill > Hind .Mazdoor Sabha: Shri Makban Chatterjee

(Shri Viraal Mehrotra, Alternate Member also attended)

.EHPLQYEFiS < ORGANISATIONS

I. Employers T Federati.on of India

1. Shri Naval H .Tata
2. " Air Chief Marshal P.C. Lal
3. ” Shri N.M.Vakil

II. All India .Organisation of Employers

III. All India Manufacturers,^ Organisation

1. Shri B.V.Mehta

2. ” B.D.Somani.



first MSETING ADDENDA

ADDENDUM TO BillEF flSUME 0;?’ DIE DISCUSSIONS AND
DECISIONS CD DIDST IDETING OF THE MTIONAL APEX ' 

■ BODY HELD AT HEW DELHI ON 29-7-197?-

tipn^ to. para 3 »

He also suggested that Body should be tripartite 
' and not bipartite"since its tripartite character would 
ensure ea.sy implementation of the decisions taken. He 
also ref .erred to the alternative .of setting up panels of 
National Apex Body for.different industries. Shri G. 
Kamanujam £5tated that the national Apex Body ''should 
largely concern itself with laying dovm policies and 
guidelines applicable to all industries and services but 
the actij-ol increase in production and productivity could 
be achieved only through Indus try-wise national coroniittees. 
He further stated that attempts should be i?.ade to identify 
the industries that v^re facing the problems regarding 
increase in production and productivity and such problems 
should be tackled sinvltaneously botli at the National level 
and at the plant level. Dor this, at the National level 
National Committees for industries were essential. At the 
plant level, production conuiittees which would also ensure 
the participative management at’the shop floor level 
should do this job.

The Lohour Minister suggested that 
national bipartite committees would be set 
industries where, in his opinion, it wouii 
to do so.

New para 13 and, existing para 13 
to. .be renumbered ~as 1^3 ■ ""

- It vzao decided to include one reprecentative oD the 
Dederation of Associations of Small Industries of Didia 
also as a member on the Nationa.1 Apex Dodj^.



NATIONAL APEX BODY

(2nd Meeting - New Delhi - August 13, 1975)

Delhi on Au.^ust.13, 
INTUC, presidin/^, 
workers in We'

The National A.pex Body meeting in 
1975J Shri Ramanujomi, General Secretary 
decided to appeal to Loth employers and 
country to keep up the spirit of emergency and continue to 
take all positive steps to increase production and produ
ctivity and to avoid,wastage. The lAB appealed to the 
employers and trade uicion organisations to avoid lay-off, 
X'etrenclimcnt, lock-outs and closures on the one hand and 
go-slow, work-to-rule, gher^’-o and strikes on the other.

The meeting was attendee'’ by:

ELiPLOYEKS'EELERATION ■
OE INDIA

1,
2.
?•.

Shri
tt

!I

II

it

G Jiamanu j am
V .V .Dr avid
Bishnu Banerji
C .M .Stephen M. P .
V .R .Ho Shi ng j MLA

1 .

3.

Shri 
n
ii

It

Naval H. Tata
I.P. 'Anand
P.C.Lal
K. Hartley

ALL. imiA TBADE UNION CCBgiESS ALL IIOIA OHCrANISATION OE 
EhTLOIYYtS

1.
2.
3> 
A.

Dr,
Shri 

tt
it

Ranen Sen, M.P.
K .G .S rrlwas tava
M.S ,IEi3rinan MA 
Cha tur an an Ml shra

1.
2.
3.

Shri K .R. Podar 
” K.N. Modi

Dr. Bharat Ram
G.E. Devarajalu

. HIND MAZDOCR SADIA

1 .
2,

Shri 3.V. Mehta 
” B.D.Somani

EEDEBATION QE association OE SjALL INPIiSTLIBS

1 • Shri H .S , Biiatty

The Union Labour Minister, Shri K.V.Raghunatha Reddy
Dr. Gopsldas Nag, West Bengsl Labour IMni st er, and SRri Shanixex' 
Rao Patil, Maharashtra Labour Ilinister also attend the meeting.

Ihe
arrived at

National Apex Body after detailel’. discussions 
the following conclusions:

SUlMmY OE TilE CONCLUSIONS

• 1. Regarding the employers’ complaint that the Kerala 
Government has issued a directive requiring all employers 
in the State to pay the same rate of bonus for the year- 
197^-75 as that ‘paid fox’ the previous year i.e. 1973-7A, 
the Union Labour Minister, Shri K.Y.Rcoghunatha Reddy read 
out a letter from the Labour Minister of Kerala State to 
the effect that the Kerala Government has not issued any 
circular on the question of bonus as alleged. In view of

. this clarification by the Kerala Labour Minister, the 
National A^pex IBody decided to drop the matter.

contd..^2



Some Members raised the question Of bonus and said 
that Government should not go on extending year by year the 
minimum bonus of 8,33/^, & that they should take a decision 
not only on the minimum bonus but on the recommendations of 
the Bonus Review Committee. This would help maintain better 
industrial relations. The Labour ibnister said that Govt, 
are already seized of the matter.

•2. It was agreed that the National Apex Body will be
' largely concerned with laying down principles, policies and 

guidelines in respect of matters not only affecting indust
rial relations but other allied subjects as well for the 
efficient working of various industries and services. In 
view of this role of National Apex Body, it will not always 
be.’possible for the National Apex Body to go into cases of 
lay-off, retrenchment, lock-out or' closures'or go-slow, 
gherao or strikes in individual units or industries.

3. The National Apex Body is of the view that National 
Industrial. Committees should be set up for each major 
industry without delay and these committees should, look into 
all problems including lay-off, retrencliment, closure or 
go-slow, gherao or strikes and advise the units appropriately,

A. V/ith reference to the specific question of lay-off, 
the National Apex Body felt that while the guidelines it is 
laying down may help to avoid future lay-offs, units which 
are already under lay-off should be considered by the National 
Industrial Committees and appropriate remedial steps should be 
applied within a specified time limit. It was further agreed 
that when the National Industrial Committees discuss lay-off 
and related problems in any particular industry or unit, 
the concerned Minis ter (s) of the Government of India, along 
with Labour Minister should be present so that there could be 
better appreciation of the problems faced by the industry as 
well as the worker and necessary correctives applied in time

The National Apex Bod^r urges that there shall not be 
any unilateral lay-off in any unit or industry and that any 
proposal for lay-off should first be discussed at the plant 
revel bipartite meetings and if there is agreement at that 
level, lay-off may be introduced subject to the terms of such 
agreement. If, however, there is no agreement at the plent 
level bilateral discussion the matter shall be taken up either 
by the state or by the national committee for the industry 
within a specified time limit, vruerc ti;e lay-off is confined 
to units in an industry within one state only, the state shall 
be competent to deal with it. Were, hovzever, units in the 
industry in more than one state are affected by lay-off the 
matter shall be decided by the National Lidustrial Committee.

5. ' While bonafide lay-offs, for reasons beyond the
control of managements have to be dealt with sympathetically, 
ether kinds of lay-off including lay-off on account of 
economic reasons may have to be dealt with differently.•In 
order that the workers may appreciate the economic di’fficul- 
bics of the managements it was agreed by the managcnient 
representatives that there shall be continuous sharing of 
information regarding economy of the industry with the 
workers' representatives.

Where the employer have been making profits .or has 
built up substantial reserves, all efforts should be made to 
avoid lay-off and so bear the burden out of its accumulated 
resources.



Lay-off as a phenomenon was pronounced in textile, 
engineering, chemical, sugar, etc. Tiie National Apex Body 
requests the Labour Ministry to immediately set up National 
Industrial Committee for each of major industries so that they 
can go into current cases of lay-off and ensure early full 
employment and production among other things.

8.
tl'ie

The small scale industr^^ also wanted representation on 
State bodies. This was agreed to.

Tiie representatives of the workers complained that the9.
national level agreement for wage revision for cement vzorkers 
in the country- is not being ; roperly implemented. Tlrere seem 

' . to be differenees in the interpretatioii of wic agreement aird 
the N.A.B. requester the Labour Minister? to call the parties 
to ensure implementations.

10. The employers raised the question of seven-day worl<ing 
and the N,A.B. agreed that this being an important subject by 

.itself should be considered’as a separate subject in the next 
meeting of the ’Body, ‘ ■ ,

11. The Labour representatives felt that the procedure and 
machinery agreed to in respect of lay-off should also govern 
retrencluaent and closure. In fact they said that vzhenever 
they referred to lay-off, the^^ used it as an abbreviation for 
lay-off, retrenchment eind closure and that retrenchment and 
closure W'?re also on the agenda and the papers circuln^.ted 
covered not only lay-off but retrenchment and closure also. 
But the emploj’-ers ’ representatives felt that the procedure and 
machinery had been agreed to specifieafly for lay-off and the 
procedure and machinery 
have to be finalised at 
body. •

governing retrenchment and closure will 
the next meeting of the national apex

12. Tlie next meeting 
at 10.00 A.M. < 
to discuss trie following subjects

of the national Apex Body will be held 
on 9th or 10th* of September, 197?" at Nev Delhi

Botrenchment, closures•and lock-outs.

Lay-off Insurance

Absenteeism
Workers’ participation in management

tion in textiles, cement 
OS •

(1)
(2)

(3)

Expansion of prociuc 
and sugar Industri

’k Meeting actually took place to 18 September.



3rd MEETING OP NATIONAL APEX BODY - 18 Sep tember 1975-

EINAL SUMiaRY OE CONCLUSIONS

by: .........

Employers^ Eederation of India

Shri Naval H. Tata, President, Employers' Eederation of India 
presided over the Third National Apex Body.Meeting held in 
New Delhi on September 18, 1975. ■

The Meeting was attended

Indian National Trade Union 
Congress

t

1. Shri B. Bhagwati, M.P. 1. Shri Naval H. Tata
2. ” G. Ramanu j am 2* n K. Hartley
5. V.V. Dravid 3* n S.K. Partbasarthy
4. ” Bishu Bannerji 4 • fl V. Satyamurti
5. V.R. Hoshing,M.L.A.

All India Trade Union All India Organisation of
Congress Employers

1. Dr* Ranen Sen, M.P. 1* Shri K.R. Podar
2. Shri S.A. Lange 2. n K.N.-Modi
3. ” K.G. Sriwastava 3.- n G.K. Devarajulu

4. 1’ H.S. Singhania

Hind Mazdoor Sabha All India Manufacturers’
Organisation

1. Shri Makhan Chatterjee 1. Shri B.V. Mehta
2* ” Vimal Mehrotra 2* n B.D. Somani

Association of Small Industries
t

Eederation of
of India

1. Shri U.S. Bhatty

S/Shri I.D. Podar, S.M. Banner ji ,M.P., H.D. Mukherjee, Y.D. 
Sharma and N.M. Vakil also attended the meeting. The Union 
Labour Minister, Shri K.V. Raghunatha Reddy, Deputy Labour 
Minister, Shri Balgovind Verma and other Senior Officers of the 
Labour Ministry were also present.

The National Apex Body, after detailed discussions, arrived 
at the following conclusions:

SIJWARY OE CONCLUSIONS

At the opening of the meeting, the Labour Minister appealed 
to employers and Workers to make generous contributions to 
Prime Minister's Elood Relief Eund* He then announced that the 
industrywise committees are being set up for the textile 
industry, National Textile Corporation and the Banking Industry. 
He requested the employers to nominate 7 members for the 
National Industrial Committee for the textile industry by 20th 
September, 1975. The date.of the first meeting of that Commi
ttee was fixed tentatively on 29*9.1975 (A.N#)< The meeting 
would take up, inter-alia, matters relating to the textile ?. 
industry in Kanpur. The Labour IVtinister also announced the 
decision to set up National Industrial Committees for Sugar, 
Chemical, Cement and Engineering Industries according to the 
decision already arrived at by the National Apex Body.

2*1 The National Apex Body after detailed discussions., arrived 
at the following decisions

Bonus

2.2 Both workers and employers felt the .urgency of an immedia
te decision on bonus since in absence of a definite policy

Cont...» page 2*



decision, this one factor alone may cause industrial discord 
which this Apex Body is endeavouring to avoid through bipart
ite approach.

Retrenchment, closures, lock-outs and strikes, etc

2.3. As a general policy the National..Apex Body reiterated
that there should not be any retrenchment, closure, -lock-out, 
victimisation, strikes, go-slow and work-to-tule as far as 
possible. The National Apex Body has already .recommended the 
setting up of industry-wise National committees. National 
Industrial Committees (NIC) shall monitor the state; of 
industrial relations in the industry concerned and would .take 
such preventive action as may be necessary' to avoid strikes, 
go-rslow, work-to-rule, gherao, lay-off, lockouts, closures 
and victimisation. In case at the plant level negotiations 
a dispute could not be settled, it should be taken up at the 
State level Apex Body for settlement or at the National 
Industrial Committee before either party resorts to any of 
these actions. In case where an Apex Body at State level has 
not been established or the State level Apex Body does not 
take up the dispute, the matter would be referred to the 
respective National Industrial Committee. It has been brought r 
to the notice of this Body that units in several industries 
have either already closed or have threatened to close. This 
Body recommends that respective NIC should set up Standing 
Compact Committees which would go into all cases of actual 
closures or apprehended closures and suggest appropirate 
remedial measure. The NICs will be competent'to go into the 
general health of a particular industry as a whole or a 
group of units in the industry for improving its efficiency, 
performance and viability. In cases where parties have come to 
definite agreements either at the State level or the industry 
level or the unit level, such commitments must be implement
ed by all the parties according to the terms of the agreement. 
In the event of non-fulfilment of the obligations cast on 
either party the aggrieved party can bring before the NAB its 
complaint.

2.4.1. The Chairman informed the meeting that these were 
purely his personal views expressed in a paper and at a 
preliminary meeting of employers yesterday there was a 
feeling amongst the employers that they had no opportunity to 
make an in-depth study and therefore they should be given an 
opportunity to do so after which the matter may be brought up 
again for discussion in the light of their study. All the 
same the Chairman requested the workers to express their 
reactions to this question. Mr. Kamanujam, on behalf of the 
employees, stated that as in the case of workmen compensation 
which was the liability of the employers the practice was 
for some employers to pay this compensation out of their own 
pockets whereas others paid through an insurance policy. 
Similarly in this case since the lay off liability is that 
of employer, labour feels that under no circuips tances the 
worker should be called upon to pay any part of such insuran
ce .

2-4.2. The Hon^ble labour Minister informed the meeting that 
the Government^.were not in a position to express any opinion 
in the matter but they will express their views after they 
have had time to study the scheme and the final reactions of 
all concerned.

Gont page 3



Absenteeism

The subject of absenteeism was discussed in the meeting 
and it was agreed that absenteeism should be discouraged and 
trade union^’-oPfered their good offices to see that Absenteeism 
is reduced to the minimum.

Procedure of implementation 

2.6. A g.uestion was raised how to ensure that the decisions 
taken at this meeting are implemented. It was suggested , that 
the State level committees and the Industrial Committees should 
report to the Central Labour Ministry actions taken arising 
out of the cases placed before them. On the basis of this one 
of the items on the agenda for each meeting will be prepared 
reporting action taken on the decisions of its earlier meetings, 
so that Apex Body can satisfy themselves whether appropriate 
action has been taken at all levels.

Pate and Agenda for the Next Meeting 

3* The Agenda of the next meeting, to be held on the 18th 
October, 1975 at 10.no A.M., will be:

1. Action taken on the decisions arrived at in the 
third and earlier meetings.

Y/orkers ’ participation in Management.

3. Seven day working.

•*



U-TH hOTING - N>A.B. >> 13 OCTOBER, 197^

MTIOML APEX BOM

SUM-.ARy OF C0NCLboI0J\]0

Shri K,1 •Sriwastava, Secretary. All India Trade Union 
Congress presided over the Fourth National Apex IBody Meeting 
held in Nev; Delhi on October 18, 197!?*

The meeting was attended by

I.N.T,U .C. E?UNjOXERS ’ i'’EDErjiTIOH Oi' Ii®L\

1. Shri 0 .Ramanuj am 1 , Shri Naval It. Tata

2. u V cV .Dravid 2. ’* S .B. Aibara

3. n Bislanu Banner ji 3. ” S .K.- Par th as ar thy

n V.R. Hoshing, MLA P. Umsikrislman

0 ti C .M.Stephen5 M.P.

k. I .T .U .C. ALL INTU ORGAiNiSATICN OP EMPLOBNlvS

1. Dr. Ranen S en, M.F. 1. Shri K .R. Podar

2. Shri S .M. Baner j ee, Mel) O 11 K.N. Modi

3. u K .G -Sriwas tava 3- Dr. Bharat Rain

^1-. 11 M.S . Ibrisiman MLA R. Shri H .S . Singhania

H . M.S . All, lUDlA rANUFACTU:i.ERS ' ORGANISATION

1. Shri Maifnan Cha 11ere e 1. Shri Dipak Piatansi

2. n 8 . C .0 ■ .Anthony Pills '...L

S/Shri B.P. Gupta, EX. 
B.E. Sethi, H .D. hukherjee. K 
attended the weetin
Raghunatha Reddj^ , 
were also present

Randr a jog, n' JR VakH , 
i... ,N. Trivedi^ R.h. Pathak also

.g, Tne Union Labour Minister, Shri K.V. 
and Senior Officers of the Labour thnistry

Tne National Ape.<: Body, after detailed discussions, 
arrived at the following conclusions:~



t-TH IdEETlhG 0? II5LD. ON 13 QCTQBLlh 197.5

SUIvFiARY OF ria GONCLUS TQIJS

gAgE^OF,lj/§^WAI^ HINDUSTAN' LTD ,, HYDEBAMD

1. The National Apex Body discussed the case of 
H/s Warners Hindustan Limited, Hyderabad where about 
20 worker's have been dismissed. In the absence of the 
State Apex Body, this National Apex Body decides to 
send a delegation of two representatives one each from 
employers’ side and workers’ side, namely. Shri SNA. 
Parthasarthy and Shri G.Ramanujara to vd.sit Hyderabad, 
hear parties and promote a settlement. If no settlement 
is possible within lA days from this da.te, the said two 
repre3entc.tives, nominated by the National Apex Body, 
will appoint a person mutually acceptable to these two 
members as the sole arbitrator and his decision shall 
be final and binding on the parties concerned. The 
parties have agreed that the two members nominated by 
the National Apex Body having been duly authorised by 
the management and the worlniien in this regard and 
whosoever is appointed by the said two representatives 
as the sole arbitrators as having been appointed by them
selves, .and they undertake to implement his decision 
fully without question. The entire; proceedings 
including the award of the arbitrator should be time 
bound and should be completed within two months.

*

■O

Government wants labour to cooperate 
and at the 3O.me tine it is a 

spectator when large scale lay-off is being 
to in several industries. Labour likewise is 
to understand the employers ’ position vzho 
lay-off and at the same time demand seven day • 
Labour unaiiiraously appeals to the G-overnment

2.1 The labour side regrets that unilateral lay-off 
is still continuing in several industries, including 
textiles, cement, sugar, engineering and jute, and the 
earlier agreement in the NNi.B. that there should be no 
unilateral lay-off is not being implemented by employers, 
Inis subject, elong'-;ith retrenchment cued closures, has 
been discussed in the MAB at three of its earlier meetings 
Kie labour members I'eel that it is high time that the 
Government implements the agreement of the NbV.B. that 
there will be no lunilateral lay-off, retrenchment or 
closure. Labour is not able to understand that while 
on the one hand v? 
in increasing production 
helpless 
resorted 
not able 
continue 
working.
to come forward, with an ordinance* to prohibit all 
existing lay-off end closures; and if any move for lay
off or closure or retrenchment is to be initiated 
hereafter it should be made statutorjlj^ obligatory on 
the part of the employers to give one month’s notice 
in the case of lay-of f end 3 months 5 notice in the 
case of closure so that the notice pnriod co^^lLd be 
utilised to identify the real problems and prescribe 
the necessary solution in time so as to avoid lay-off, 
retrenchment and closures.

contd,,,,2
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2.2. On the employers’ side it was pointed out that 
the deterioration in lay-off and, lock-oub^--alleged- 
by workers was not substantiated by statistics -rofficial 
or unofficial. Before taking ew drastic action, as. 
suggested by the workers, they were of the .opinion that 
they are prepared to submit to the Labour liinistry, within 
19 days, detailed statistics to shew that since the 
establishment of the Apex Body there kas not been any 
deterioration in the matter of lay-off and lock-out. 
Tliey were further of the opinion that if in order to 
discourage lay-off and lock-out an Ordinance has to be 
issued then like wise, correspondingly, there should have 
to bo an Ordinance against strikes, ^gheraos and' go-slows 
and work to rule, since both are reciprocal and one 
cannot subsist without the other.

BOI'HJS

3.1 VJliilo the Labour me’'ibers expressed their dis
satisfaction and disappointment on the other hand the 

appreciated the reasoning of the 
as stated in the Press Note.,

enipl05'0x3 uiidorstocE and 
Government on this issue

Body regrets that Government held 
■ Bod5’' v/hich is charged witTi the 
promoting industrial peace before

3.2 Th 0 Na ti onal Ap o x 
not consulted this Budj xr.
responsibility of promoting Industr: 
finalising the Bonus Ordinonco-,

STATE BODIES

L-.1 Enc Ltibour Llinls ter informed tha.t nine States have 
already set up State level. Apex Bodies so far and that 
another 9 States have said that th^y do not find it 
necessary to set up such a?.i Apex Bodjr in view of the fact 
that thc^r are already having Stat’o Labour AdvisoiR^ Boards/ 
Comrriittees.

^}'.2 Tire National Apex Body is imanimously of the 
opinion that State Apex Body i3 necessar5'- i3;i order to 
deal with, the new situation, ^ich has arisen after the 
declsxration of emergency. Tire BAB is convinced that 
State Level Apex Body should-^ therefore, be set up 
on the pattern of tlie National Apex Body in all the 
States. This will Tee necessary to deal with industrial 
relations and other connected problems promptly. 'Eno 
NAB, therefore, appeals to the State Governments to take 
steps for immedicttelj" setting up StrCte Leval Apex Bodie-s 
on the pattern of the NationaJ. Apex Body. Tire LAB 
further doBired that the representatives of the State

. Level Body shall be nominated by respective recognised 
organisations.

NATIOBAL INDUS TRIAL CC'fhlTTIEES BOR PLANTATION 1 OTRER 
INDUSTRIES ■*’' . .............

It was decided, that a National Industrial Committee 
should be set up foo." the plcuitation industry.

5».2 It was alsa decided that the National Industrial 
Coiiimitteos in/tE! ■̂ remaining industries sirfLl be set 
up by the end oC the month on receipt of nominations 
from different’'Organisations .

contcl.. .3



WORKERS’ PAiiTICIPATION IN MANA1'15NT

6. The National A.pex Body notes that one of the 
20-point prograimne announced by the Prime Minister 
relatc-s to.. -’gchemes - for workers' participation in the
industries particularly^ at the shop floor level and 
production programmes’’ . The National Apex Body attaches 
great importance to participation of laboux" in management 
This Body understands that Government has already done 
some exercise on this subject and would, therefore, 
request that the government before finalising the 
proposals in this regard, should ai/a.it the discussions 
in the National Apex Body. The National Apex Body 
feels.............. - - - ■
Body if 
subject so that a corn] 
would be possible and 
can be recommended'bv

Body. The 
that it would benefit the discussions in this 

Governoxent were to indicate their mind on the 
rehensive approach to this problem 
a constructive workable formula 
this Body to 'the Government.

SEVEN DAY WORKING

n day working this Body accepts
. would increase product
par ticularly when it

■ \/ i th wo rker e;/ Unx. on (s ). 
feels that there

y o VC rn n e y*; o t ia 'bi on s 
subject. The National Apex Body 

the follo\;ing guidelines *

7»1 Regarding the Seve: 
the proposals in principle as it 
ion md employment opp o'.i’t uni ties 
is to be introduced in agreement. 
Even sc this National Apex Body^ . 
should be some guidelines laid down to 
and settlements 
accord in gly 1ay

on the, 
down

(i) Before any 
day working, it r. 
for sufficiently- 
installed capacity ha.

unit OX' industry wants to introduce seven 
rust have worked ell the three shifts 
long time and proved that its existing 

been utilised to the full.
1! p

and r e c ru :l trn ent 
shoLild be on ci 
are not thrown out

(ii) Introduction of Seven day workin 
of new labour under that scheme 
permanent basis so that workers 
after a short peric -T

(iii) Tlrere shall not be 
consequent upon increased 
Seven day working.

Civ) Any increase in the 
working shall be share 
the union and the management

iv; out of seven day 
agreed to betvzeen

gains arisi: 
in the manner

(v) Tiris 
additional 
any labour

seven day workxing is being resorted to provide 
employment opportunities and not for absorbing 
rendered surplus due to rationelisationa.

7.2, Tlie , 
about this 
this scheme

All India Trade Union Congress has reservation 
formula of seven day working and is opposed to

■ •

contd♦...N

ai/a.it


■ FOR THE’ HEXT HSETING

t

8. Workers’ representatives desired to have .edociue,te. ■ 
■information regrarding ntmiber of units which are closed..

Workers’

throughout India. They izantet to how. nwy of them
vzill he revived and what will he done with the rest.’ 
They further desired to have full details of the State 
GoveiTiment’s reaction and any scheme regarding the opening 
of si;ch closed units. They also wanted the, circulation 
of‘ the report on the fmctioning of the State Level-Apex 
Bodies - whether they have met and if so, what the:-’- have 
discussed. A report should he placed before the NAB.

Tiae nezt meeting of HAS was fixed at 10,30 AcM. on9-
29th Hcvemoerj 197?

Ct lu/

/



POSITION Rl;GARPING THE SETTING UP OP APEX BONY, AT THE

STATE bevel

kQ on 18 October 19?5

SET up/
BEING SET UP

UNPER
CONaiPEEATION

■ NOT ’NECESSARf'^ACCO.RP-«

• ING TO STATE ’GOVT.

*

1.

2.

o-

4.

5.

6.

•

8.

9

Assam

Bihar

Haryana 

Maharashtra 

Punjah

Uttar Pradesh

Tripura

West Bengal

Kerala

1. Pel hi

2. Gujarat

1.

2*

3.

4.

5

6.

7.
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Note

■■ 'A
Only three industrial apex bodies*have so far been 

formed - those of Textiles (private sector and NTC),

Banking and Coal, several bipartite and. tripartite

meetings of different industries have taken place -

that of footwear, Vanaspati, Port & I>ock, Chemicals

and pharmaceuticals (public sector), fertilizers 

(public sector) and electricity.

Among the three industrial apex bodies formed,

the composition of textiles and hanking was decided

"by agreement with INTUC- But there was no agreement

in respect of coal.



BANKING;
AAU-n nV the; •PTy)GREBIK&S 0? THE M-fiETIHG OP THE

Held «P. —
A^-vc-ncd-'n the 26th July, 1975 under the

A meeting 2?- ihiien labour Minister to discuss in general
Chairmanship « prevailing in the Bankind industry for
the industrial ralati^^^ enuring better service, to the 
increasing 4-i^nco Minister along with the^benxor Officers
public. The Union attended, the meeting. On
of the Uepartme representatives of Indian Banks
behalf of the State Bank of India attended the
Association Confederation of Bank Affleers and the
meeting.- The ^^nk of India Supervisory Staff Federation 
All-India ^^^;%lficers in the public sectoT banks. The 
represented v-vere represented by the Al.-India Bank
workmen ^^? ‘̂^hiation, Indian National Bank Imployees Congress, 
Bmployeee W only as observers), All-Iniia State Bank
(They All-India State Bank of India

Employees 3^^^ G-. Ramanujam, of the OTUC and Shri S.A.
Staff ^ed/g also attended the meetingas special invitees

of Minister.
the I

gurating the meeting Shri C. Subramariam,^ Finance 
said that a Qualitatively differen* situation had 

^i^i^after the proclamation of emergency ah this Qualitative 
should reflect itself in the efficien-^ functioning of 

ohjus Institutions-. The common man therefo^ expected a 
"^fitativ^, change in the services rendered b banks. All 
Jtions of the banlc set up should give up tai ng ccmpartmental-. 

zed attitudes and take a national view of th« problem and try 
.0 improve the functioning of banking instituions. He then 

Invited views on how the banking services coua be made more 
effective, and responsive.

3. ' Earlier addressing the participants, ShriK.V. Baghunatha 
Reddy, Labour Minister, reminded them what Pime Minister had 
said about deteriorating customer service of he Banking 
Industry. He stated that the meeting was notiiscussing any 
bargainable issue or any wage demand. The pupose was to 
review the general working obligation to tHeoation. He 
particularly mentioned that the elightened vrkmen of the 
banking industry should eschew any action wtch would result 
in stoppage of work.

4. Labour Minister said that they should ct resort to wild
cat strikes on any account. He further su^^sted that wherever 
there was no grievance procedure, such a rocedure should be 
adopted in the banking industry so that individual grievan
ces could be settled without resorting t industrial action. 
He further pointed" out that on no accour "the unions should 
stop operation of the clearing houses. ? added that the bank 
employees constituted the most enlight'^^*^ section of the 
working class and their responsibility/^® much more than their 
compatriots elsewhere. It is expected they would under
stand the basic reasons which promptec^^® emergency and should 
try to do their best to meet the chains© to foil the 
conspiracies of the counter-revolutie*^®®•
5. The follov/ing conclusions were re^^*“

Con-t..., page 2.



(a)

(b)

working hours.

the top management agreed 
extra work per day during

(c) to put in 
the

that the

(e)

Cf)

(6)

Punctuality will be strictly enforced and attem
pts will be made to reduce overtime by 50% with
in the next three months;

There was consensus.about” the need for substan
tial improvements both in quality and in the/ 
quantity of work performed by the workmen within 
the existing

Officers and 
half an hour 
emergency;

(d) representatives gave assurance
banking industry would function uninterruptedly 
and all efforts, would be made to tone up custo
mer s ervice;

For improving industrial relations, grievance 
procedures will be worked out in every institu
tion wherever it did not exist at present. Every 
effort should be made to settle all such disputes 
through bilateral negotiation within the industry 
itself with a built-in provision for arbitration 
in case of failure of such negotiations. The 
Indian Banks -Association will examine the types 
of cases which could be taken up for arbitra
tion and also try to evolve simple arbitration 
procedures ;

It was also decided that there would be no stopp
age of clearing house op eration .:on any account 
during this emergency; and

Regarding the establishment of a National Bipart
ite body for the Banking Industry for effecting 
overall improvement of the functioning of the 
Banking Institutions, the trade unions wanted time 
to give thought to the matter and tender their 
views of the composition of such- a body.



COAL BIPARTITE

Record note of discussions at the meeting.of the Chief , 
Executives and Trade Union leaders of Publicj Beetp^ 
coal companies taken by Shri K.d. Pant.^Mnister of
Energy in New‘ Lelhi on 12~th August, 19y5 at .5.00 p >m,

Shri K.C. Paict, Mnister of Energy, took a.-meeUng of the 
Chairman and Managing Directors of Coal ■ Mnes»Authority • Ltd,, 
Bharat Coking Coal Ltd., and Singareni Collieries Company Ltd., 
and leaders of trade unions, belonging’ to the. Indian National 
Trade Union Congress and the All India Trade Union Congress 
(which were the signatories of the National Coal Wage Agree
ment of December, 1974) functioning in these areas, in New 
Delhi on-12th August, 1975 at 5.00 p.m.

2. Inaugurating the meeting, Shri Pant made an earnest 
appeal to the trade unions for extending their full coopera
tion in the effort to increase production, productivity and 
efficiency in the coal industry through the Implementation of 
the 12 point action programme which was evolved as a part 
of the economic programme announced by the Prime Minister 
after the proclamation of the emergency.

5. Shri Kanti Mehta, President, Indian National Mine V/orkers ’ 
Pederation, welcoming the above 12 point action programme was, 
in favour of greater involvement of workers in the. implementa
tion of this programme. Though he was not opposed in principle 
to the ?-day working of mines and the INTUC would extend all 
cooperation towards this, he felt that this be taken up after 
implementing all other measures for improving production and 
productivity. He suggested that Coal'Mines Labour Welfare 
fund ('Which is currently under the Mnistry of Labour) in its 
present form should be wound up and the same should be 
administered by a Bipartite Committee, comprising the manage
ment of coal companies and trade union representatives, 
especially in view of the fact that almost all the coal mines 
^.re at present under the public sector. Por similar reasons, 
he felt that the Coal Mines Provident Bund Organisation 
should also be transfered from the Ministry of Labour to the 
coal producing organisations. He wanted to know the details 
of the provisions of water supply to the workers in the 
taken over mines vls-a-vis the old N.C.L.C. mines.

4. Sh:pi K.C. Sriwastava, Secretary, AITIIG, eapressed general 
s u p p ^rt of the AlTUC to the -^ibove 12 point action pro gramme 
and the Prime Minister’s economic programme . He expressed that 
AITUC would agree to the proposal of the reemployment of 
surplus manpower, if the same was identified, colliery-wise 
and categorywise. Regarding 7-day working of mines, he stated, 
AITUC \’^as not in favour of tuis in principle and that the 
number of shifts in the coalmines should be increased wherever 
possible before introducing 7-day working, if at all it was 
necessary. He was in favour- of the formation of a Bipartite 
Committee comprising representatives, of AlOiUC and INTUG and 
the majiagements of coal companies. He stressed the need of 
workers^ participation in management at all levels, which 
should not be merely consultative.

Shri Kalyan Roy:

Major recommendations of the safety conferences have not 
been implemented by the coal companies.

The working of 4 shifts in mines should be first stirdied, 
before intro du ci ng 7-day working of mines^_____—----------------------

Cint...... page 2.



Ghaturanan.Mishra, S.K. Sanyal, B.P. Hazarik^rom AITUG and 

R.N. Sharma,M.P., Lamodar Pande, M.P., K.K. BhatW,M.P., R.K* 
Malviya, (from INTUG) pointed out the lack of.housing, drinloing 
water, unresponsiveness of officers, poor gualily of timber, 
footwear and other material, absence’of any machinery for. 
removal of day to Hay grievances in the collieries R'....

10. V/inding up the discussion, Shri K.C* Pant thanked the trade 
union leaders for their tone of cooperation to the 12 point 
actionaction programme. He agreed that there should he a sense 
of involvement and partnership on the part, of the workers, if 
the coal industry had to he put on its feet and-felt that' the 
above, discussions were in that direction. He declared that this 
meeting had furthered the cause of mutual trust between the 
workers and management. Reiterating that safety has been given 
top-priority he declared that there was no lack of concern on 
the part of top officers towards safety. Speaking about the 
7-day working of mines, he assured that there was no desire to 
rush through this scheme and that such an introduction would 
be selective, on the basis of propoer assessment of its useful
ness in these mines. He expressed that provision of housing and 
water supply to the workers would be given high, priority and that 
the trade union representatives would be informed of the progress 
made in this connection by the management. Regarding distribution 
of foodgrains, he explained the limitation of the Central 
Government since it was a state subject. He, however, added that 
workers cooperatives could take this up, if possible. Refering 
to workers ’ participation, he said that the committees both at 
the colliery level and at the divisional/company level would be 
activised and made to function properly for the implementation 
of this action programme. Ke also appealed for the cooperation 
of the trade unions for preventing the pilferage of coal and 
^voiding k inter and intra union rivalry, which posed law and 
order problems. Noting the opinion of the trade union leaders 
that, the administration of coalmines Labour Welfare Hund and 
Provident Pund organisations should be taken over by the Ministry 
of Energy from the Ministry of Labour, Shri Pant premised to 
follow up the suggestions. He assured the trade union leaders 
that he was not in favour of retrenchment to resolve the problem 
of the surplus manpower. Rational deployment, higher production 
and productivity should take care of this. Welcoming the sugges
tion that promotion should be made on the basis of merit, he 
solicited the cooperation of the trade unions in this connection. 
Referring to the formation of a permanent Bipartite body for the 
coal industry at the national level, he stated that he would 
soon hold discussions with the INTUC-AITUC leaders in this 
connection. He concluded by stating that he was encouraged b^^ 
the response he had received from the trade unions to the 12 
point programme and for the valuable suggestions given by theiji 
for which he expressed

AITUG represen ta ti ves

1. K.G. Sriwastava, 2. 
Sen, 5. B.P. Hazarika, 
Sanyal,8. P.K.

his gratefulness.

at the meeting were;

Kalyan Roy,W., 3, Lalit Burman, 4. Sunil 
6. Ghaturanan Ivlishra, M.L.A.,7. S.K. 

Thakur and 9. M. Kcmaraiah.



ELECTRICITY

Guidelines approved in the meeting convened b'yf the Union 
Labour Minister at Hew Lelhi on the 14th August, 1975, to 
discuss problems relating to increasing production and 
productivity in the electricity industry, avoidance of 
transmission losses and, better collection of 'revenues,, etc.

• • • •

Bor the speedy and effective implementation of. the 20-point 
economic programme announced by the Prime Mnister, particularly 
those items of the programme pertaining to the ele(?tricity indus
try and workers’ participation, this Conference‘convened by the 
Government of India, of the representatives of employers’’ and 
workers’ Organisations in the electricity industry, artived at the 
following guidelines for optimising the efficienejy of operation 
of the electricity systems and for associating repre3entatives 
of the Workers’ Organisations on the operationa^Sactivities of 
the systems at-appropriate levels. In associating, representa
tives of V/orkere’ Organisations, representation may be given only 
to those Organisations that have unreservedly committed 
selves to the successful implementation of the, 20' point 
programme;-

the m- 
economic

and(i) Joint Committees of representatives of managements 
of trade union organisation should be set up at each dis
trict or sub-divisional level. These Committees will, in 
addition to acting as -Vi.'gtlance Committees to prevent sabo
tage, theft of power and abuses in the use of stores, be 
also responsible for the task of improving operational 
efficiency of the system and ensuring consumers^ satisfac
tion, besides consideration of suggestions that may be made 
by individual or group cf workmen, with a view to their 
adoption.

(ii ) Similar Committees should also be set up at each generating 
station, which will be responsible for proper operation and 
maintenance of equipment, availability of spares, etc.

(iii)

(iv)

(V)

(Vi)

Such Committees should also be set up for each project to 
be responsible for reviewing the progress, of work and for 
adopting measures for the timely and economical completion 
of project.

At the Electricity Board level, a joint Gominittee of 
management and the representatives of trade union orga
nisations should be set up; thi^ Committee should be 
enabled to discuss all aspects of the functioning of the 
power system of the Electricity Board.

These Committees should meet as frequently as is necessary 
but in any case once in three months. Representation to 
trade union organisations on these Committees may be given 
to the nominees of All-India federations and of such other 
trade uni oris/organisations committed to .the 20-point pro
gramme, as the management may consider necessary to be 
represented at the appropriate level on such Committees. 
There should be full exchange of information so as to 
enable the Committees to function effectively. Unanimous 
decisions of these Committees should be implemented within 
a specified period of time as may be indicated in the 
decisions themselves. These Committees would also be res
ponsible for reviewing the implementation of the decisions.

Keeping in view the substantial number of workmen under 
various Electricity Boar(^ and Undertakings who are still 
borne on the nominal muster rolls (NW), the system of NIvlR
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..•hi"''- •

should not be resorted to in respect of work of 
or continuing nature*. In all other cases', ^where 
have been in employment for a period -of* 3‘years

hie, in a pfaased mianner.' It^^ strongly felt that all BW 
workers should be paid wages at rates not lower than*the 
lowest rates, of wages paid to regular workers of that/the 

’Mnister; of Energy and Ivlinister of Labour will jointly 
communicate these feelings to the Chief Mnisters for 
taking appropriate action on this. . /

(vii) -Cyertirae work must, as far as possible, be eliminated. 
To achieve this, overtime should normally be resorted to 
only for urgent ‘ operational reasons. At the .same time, norms 
df work should be evolvedj withoutidelay, for various ■ pate-

• gories of workers. Multiple shift working may be adopted in 
consultation with the unions wherever necessary.

apermanent 
KMR, workers 
or more, all

• such workers must he regularised in as short a time as possi-

(viii) To enable workers acquire and upgrade their skills, 
it is necessary to implement the provisions of the Appren
tices Act fully. Apprentice training facilities should btc 
made available at the major project sites and/or at other 
suitable places. Iii ority for apprenticeship training should 
be given to those persons (or their dependants or wards) 
whose lands have been acquired for projects and who have 
been consequently displaced.

(ix) It should he examined whether long stanching disputes 
cannot he settled as quickly as possible, including settle- 
me fats outside the Courts •

(x) Efforts must be made to extend the public distribution 
system to power station colonies which may be outside the 
areas covered by the luhlic distribution System.

• • • •

AITUC was represented by Cora. S.A. Dange and Com. K.C.
Sriwastava and AliW by Com. A.B. Bardhan, Harish Tewari 
and S.C. Krishnan.

I • •«

< . category and it was agreed that

)



.*
TRIPARTITE mTING ON ROQTTCAR INDUSTRY

(New Delhi, September 17, 1975)
****

Brief Summary of Discussions

convened toThe tripartite meeting on Pootwear industry was 
review the industrial relations climate, discuss factory res
ponsible for inhibiting production and consider ways and means _ 
for promoting understanding between the parties to secure 
higher production and productivity. Inaugurating the. meeting, 
the Union Labour Minister stated that there should be full 
cooperation between the workers and the management, to increase 
production and emphasised the need for reducing the. prices 
that the product could be made available for the ordinary 
consumers ; the employers and workers should not, he said, 
jointly hold the consumer to ransom.

The meeting took note of the reported efforts of the Tannery 
and Eootwear Corporation of India for securing significant 
increases in production through the concerted efforts of workers 
and the 
machine 
went up

management. Production in the case of a particular 
which was previously producing 600 pairs in one week, 
to 2000 pairs in one week through such efforts.

was prolonged exchange of views on the factors respon-There
siblo for inhibiting production and possible ways and means 
of promoting understanding between the parties, to secure higher 
production and product!vity. It was agreed that plant level 
committees should be set up to deal with the various problems 
relating to production, productivity. and ^ality in the foot
wear ihdustry. These committees could also fixup production 
targets. The need for setting up of a national bipartite commi
ttee was also emphasised. It was however felt that the 
Committee at the national level could be set up only after 
.consultation with the related industries like tannery. .It was 
considered that further action to constitute the national 
bipartite committee 
with other agencies

may be taken by Government after discussion 
connected with the production of footwear.

Com* B*D* Joshi attended on behalf oi AITUC.



'i

NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL CQlVUvilTTEE ON TEXTILES

Labour Ministry’s letter of 22 September 1975 

Subject:- National Industrial Committee on-Textiles

Lear Sir,

'in pursuance of the decision taken at the Tripartite Meet
ing of Textile Industry held on 10.7. 1975, it has bc-ien 
decided to set up a Bipartite National Industrial Committee 
sort out problems relating to industrial relations and to 
ensure higher production and productivity, quality control end 
fuller utilisation of capacity in the textile industry. The 
composition of the National Bipartite is as under

WORKERS* ORGANISATIONS

Indian National Trade Union Congress

Members

!•

1. Shri C. Ramanujam
2. n V.V. Lravid .
3. n V.R. Hoshing
4. H Bistoa Banerjee.
II. All India Trade Union

Congress

1. Shri C.V. Chitnis 1.
2. li Homi E. Laji 2.

Ill • Hind Mazdoor Sabha

1. Shri S.C.C. Anthdny Pillai.

To

To

Shri
11

EWLQ'IERS ’ ORGANISATIONS

1

Alternate' Members

be announced later.

B.L. Joshi
Arun Sen

be announced later.

Shri Rasesh N. Mafatlal, 
Mafatlal Croup of Mils, 
Bombay,

Shri Rohit C. Mehta, 
Rohit Mils Limited, 
Ahmedabad.

Shri K. Venkatesalu, 
C/o Southern India Millowners 
Association, Coimbatore.

Lr. Raj ar aim Jaipur! a,
Swadeshi Cotton Mills Co. Limited, 
Kanpur*

Shri Kailash Agrawal, 
Hukarachand Mills Limited, 
Indore.

Shri S.N. Hada,
Hada Textile Industries Limited, 

'^aLccrttei--------- ------------- ----------------------------

7. Shri K.L. Cupta,
Maharaja .Shree .Umaid Mills Limited, 
(Rajasthan). .

To be announced later.

2.

3.

4

5

6.



• *

A BRIEF RESUIvE OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE FIRST METING
OF THE NATIONAL BIPARTITE COMMITTEE ON THE TEXTILE 
INDUSTRY IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR HELL ON 29.9*» 1975 AT 
3.00 pJm. at the shram SHAKTI BHAVAN, NEW DELHI.

i' • ' .

' *** ***

The first meeting on the National Bipartite Committee pn the/ 
textile industry in the private sector was held on 29.9.1975 at 
3.00 P.M. in the Ministry of Labour, New Delhi. The meeting was 
presided over by Shri G. Ramanujam, General Secretary, Indian 
National Trade Union Congress. • •

2. The following members of the Bipartite Committee were

Lal Shah

present 

Workers

in the meeting:- 

Organisations

INTUC 1. Shri G. Ramanujam—
2. n V.V. Dr a vid
3. n V.R. Hoshing

AITUC 1 ♦ Tl S.A. Lange
2. n Homi F. Daji

HMS 1. n Vimal Mehrotra

Employers Organisations

1. Shri Indravadan Pran
2. 11 K. Venkatesalu
3. » M.D. Dalmia
4. II S .N . Had a .
5. ri M.L. Gupta

Thakur, S.ivl. Banerjee, M.P. Sant Singh 
Mishra, Harbans Singh and Bhagwati Prasad

Jaipuria, S,V. Rayan, K.S. Naik, 
Nandrajog and Gopal Singh also attended the 

The meeting was also attended by Shri H.N. Bahuguna, 
Raghunatha Reddy, 

Minister, Shri K. Rajaram, Labour Minister of 
Shri S.B. Patil, Labour Minister of Maharashtra, 

Shri Bal- 
.^JBliattLanhary^u,------

Sarvashri Ram Lal 
Yusuf, M*L»A», G.Ne 
and Maq.bool Ahmed Khan, ReP 
BtP. Gupta, M.L 
meeting, _
Chief Mnister of Uttar Pradesh, Shri K,V 
Union Labour 
Tamilnadu, 
Shii Y.P. Singh, Union Deputy Mnister of Commerce, 
govind Verma, Union Deputy Minister, Shri P 
ISiniOe^^^^Tale^ToFLabourTlTestBengal/Secretary, Dep art - 
mpnt of Banking, Joint Secretary and Deputy Secretary of the 
Ministry of Commerce, Director, Department of Industrial Deve
lopment and Senior officers from the Union Ministry of Labour 
State Governments of U»P., Tamilnadu, Maharashtra and Gujarat 
also attended the meeting,

3. Opening the discussion, the Union Labour Minister suggested 
that the meeting should- "come to some concrete suggestions so 
that the pj^oblem of lay-off, retrenchment and closures which 
had afflicted the industry very badly could be satisfactorily 
solved without delay.

4. Shri G. Ramanujam in his opening remarks referred the 
members to the unanimous decision of the JAB at its meeting 
held on 13*8.1975 that there shall not be any unilateral lay-off 
and urged the employers to fall in line wi^h the NAB’s decisis . 
There was a long discussion regarding the state of health of th-, 
industry, when the employers pointed out various factors like 
credit squeeze, fall in demand in the market, accumulation of
E tooks , unsatis fact cry 7i iting arrangejment of ^^ontroll<^avariL. ~ 
ties of cloth, etc. They stated that they were incurring losses 
since 1974 >
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The employers ' attention -was then drawn to the R.B.I.
Bulletin, published in December, 1974 which re^Qd as follows;- 

’’Among the specified industry groups showing a rise in 
after-tax profits, mention may be made of tobacco (320.7 
per cent), Cotton textiles (176.4 per cent), Silk, and 
rayon textiles (102.1 percent), engineering (31.6 per 
cent), mineral oils (79.7 per cent) _and..shipping.. (143.6
per cent), in the case of cotton textiles it may be 
noted that a rise of 176.4 per cent in after-tax profits 
was registered over a rise of 322.5 per cent in the 
preceding year. The industry groups which fared very 
badly in regard to after-tax profits were aluminium, 
cement and rubber and rubber products, for which after
tax profits declined further.’^.

in the discussion, Shri Bshuguna pointed out 
attend the meeting with high hopes that this 
consisted of eminent personalities from both 
industry sj.de, would be able to thrash out

5. The workers’ side pointed out that while there could be 
some genuine difficulties, by and large the industry had not 
behaved properly throughout the long history of its existence 
in the country.

6. Intervening 
that he came to 
apex body which 
the workers and 
the existing problems and find out some immediate solutions. 
The employers' complaint that they did not know any thing 
about the agenda for the meeting appeared to him to be very 
strange. He mentioned that they know very well the sickness 
of the industry. They dilated in a detailed manner on causes 
of the sickness in an exceptionally knowledgeable way; Hence 
it was too much of a burden on one’s credulity to believe that 
they came unprepared for the meeting. He further stated that 1.^., 
felt unhappy that despite his sincere and prolonged efforts to 
resolve the problems not only lay-offs and closures have not 
been ended but even the earned wages have not been paid, 
causing miserjr to a large number of workers in Kanpur4 The 
working class suffered a lot. He already had long discussions 
with the concerned parties regarding reopening of the closed 
textile mills in Kanpur. Therefore, there was hardly any 
necessity of a further discussion.. He requested the Banking 
Secretary to let him know whether earned wages could be treeit- 
ed as a prior charge. To this query, the Banking Secretary 
replied that with regard to Kanpur mills he was prepared to 
advise a special treatment so that earned wages could be 
treated as the first charge. The Chief Minister further • 
siated that unless the Rational Bipartite Body was able to. 
deliver the goods, it uould have no utility at all. The 
workers had waited not for a few days or for a few weeks, but 
thby waited for more than 10 months. In Kanpur, the electri
city diies had not been paid by some of the mills. The 
employees’ provident fund contributions had not been deposit<.u’. 
altogether, an intolerable situation had been created in 
Kanpur by the Textile Industry.
7. Intervening in the discussion, ■ 
stated that if the employers agreed 
clqsures immediately, he would like 
body to look into the genuine cases 
of the units and he would urge upon 
ties to render financial assistance 
recommendations of this expert body.

8. The workers’ representatives pointed out that the plea' 
taken by some of the Kanpur cottoxi textile mills that there 
had been accumulation of stock was not quite correct. Lifting 
position had improved and about of the stock was being 
lifted currently. This assertion of the workers was also 
supported by one of the employers’ representatives from 
Kanpur.

the Union labour Minister 
to lift the lay off and 
to constitute an expert 
of financial .difficulties 
the appropriate authori- 
to such units on the
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INLOSTRIAL COMlVilTTEE, TEXTILE (NTO)

Subject: National Bipartite Body for National 
Corporation and its subsidiaries*

Textile

Dear Sir,

Tripartite . 

has been

In pursuance of the decision taken at the 

meeting of tho textile industry on 10.7.75 it 

decided to set up a National Bipartite Body for National 

Textile Corporation to sort out problems relating to 

industrial relations and to ensure higher production 

and productivity and quality control and fuller utilisa

tion of capacity in the units under the control of 

National Textile Corporation. The 

National Body will be as under:-

coa5)O3ition of the

. Workers /Organisations

t

I. INTUC Shri
n

Members

Ramanu jamG
V.V. Dravid
V.R. Hoshlng 
Bishnu Bane rJets

II AITUC Shri
n

G.V. Chitnis
Homi I. Dajl

III. HMS Shri S.C»C. Anthony Pillai

Bfflploy^rs Irganjg ati ons x

Representatives of National 
Textile Corporation and its 
subsidiary Corporation.

.2. The first meeting of the above committee will be held 

on November T, 1975 in the committee room of Shram Shakti 

Bhawan at 10•3> a.m.



VANASPATI TRIPARTITE

. PRESS IhlOKiviATIOH BUREAU

GOVERIUiEHT OP IBIIA .

New Delhi;6 August, 197b

At a tripartite meeting on Vanaspati industry here today, 
it was agreed in principle to set up a bi—partite oommittee 
at the national level to sort out problems of production 
including availability, of raw materials, and power. It will'., 
also* look into the problems relating to reduction in cost and . 
eliminating the wastage. Matters of collective bargaining _ 
will not ordinarily be dealt with by this. Committee. These, 
matters will be discussed and settled at plant level or at 
the'appropriate legal forum. .

The National Committee can also take up such issues as con.™ 
sidered necessary for the proper functioning of the vanaspatu 
industry. Matters which this Committee will be unable to 
resolve should be referred to the national apex body. The 
Committee could associate other departments to assist in its 
proper functioning for securing higher production and produc
tivity.

The meeting was convened to discuss matters relating to 
industrial relations, factors responsible for inhibiting pro
duction and consider ways and means for promoting understandic^; 
between the parties to secure higher production and productivity. 
Shri K.V.. Eaghunatha Eeddy, Minister of Labour, presided over 
the meeting. Shri Shah Nawaz Khan, Mnister of State for 
Agriculture was also present.

Earlier, Shri Eaghunatha Eeddy appealed both Vq workers 
and employers to eschew the policy of terror and counter 
teiror. He added Vanaspati is an essential food item consumed 
by the masses in the country. Both the 
trade union workers had a duty towards 
ci ng vanaspati at a reduced price.

Referring to the fall in demand, the 
vast section of the consumers had been 

high price of the commodity. As a ;

employers as well as 
the consumer hy produ

Mnister said that 
. priced out because oi 

the high price of the commodity. a result, even at the 
r},sk of injury to their health, consumers had gone in for 
inferior substitutes. This was not at all good for the 
country. The leaders of the workers as well as the industry 
should understand their social obligation and try to correct 
the situation.

Intervening, Shri Shah Nawaz IChan said that the sick vanas 
pati units taken over by the Government were doing very well 
add the units at Kanpur, Amritser and Delhi were utilising 
more than 60 percent of their installed capacity, which was 
much higher than the capacity utilised in private sector. It 
was not correct to say, he added that the performante of the 
units taken over by Government was in way inferior to the 
dpits in the private sector, as alleged by certain section oi 
the employers. He also deprecated the continuance of Gontrac-^ 
Labour system in this industry.

The workers’ representatives pointed out that the major 
ill of this industry was the insignificant utilisation of 
productive capacity. They alleged' that there was a deliberate 
tendency on the part of employers to restrict production to 
maintain a very high rate of profit. One of them suggested 
that the employers in this industry were suffering from super 
profit psychosis. They also mentioned about certain evil 
practices like employment of contract labour on a large seal > 
for minimising wage cost. The other organisation demanded a 
thnrough probe into the working of .th© entire industry becau- . 
the industry was exploitirig both the Workers and consumers.
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On behalf of the employers, the President of the Vanaspati 
Manufacturers' Association refuted the allegations by 
stating that the main reason for under-utilisation was non 
availability of oilseeds, resulting from non-achieveraent 
of agricultural targets set for this item. He further 
stated that the installed capacity has no relation to the 
actual demand prevailing in the market. So, 
of the actual production with the installed 
no relation to the actual demand 
So, any, comparison of the actual 
installed capacity, according to 
wrong impression.

prevailing 
product! on 
him, would

any comparison 
capacity has 
in the market* 
with 
give

the
a very

fromPresent at the meeting were 
Employers’ Federation cf India, 
Employers y Vanaspati Manufacturers' Association of India, 
Indian National Trade Union Congress, All India Trade 
Union Congress, Hind Mazdoor Sabha and various other 
recognised unions in the vanaspati industry. The meeting 
was also attended by representatives ^f the State Govern
ments of Maharashtra, West Bengal, U.H., Tamilnadu and 
Union Territory of Uelh...

representatives
All India Organisation of 

’ Ar Rrini n+.T rn nf Tnfl"i « .

AITUC was represented by Com, Y.P. Sharma.

*

*



KERALA SCHEME PO'R

WORKERS' ..PARTICIPATION

OP PUBLIC SECTOR

' point.‘Economic Prograimae announ/^ed. dy the ,Prime Mnister 

■ pnfti nilj-arXy those matters pertaining to the eM’i *ient

• ' working.rf the Ptii^lir, S.ectorthis -ronxeronce conToned

hy the .Government oi Kerala of the representatiVeji: of the

Central Trade Union Organisations in the State arrived at

the following guide lines for optimising the efficiency

workers' organisations on the operational and management

activities of the public sector at approp;2&’^‘=fe*e levels.

Accordingly only those representatives of the workers

organisations.who are prepared to cooperate unreservedly

'With the scheme shall he given represeritation in the



LABOUR PARTI CIP ATI OR IN THE MArUGEMENT OR

PUBLIC SECTOR UNDERTAK.INGS

The concept of labour participation in the management of 
Public Sector Undertakings has been receiving the attention 
of the Ucvernment..for’ quite some time . As a first step-,
Government issued directions to a few of the Government Com
panies to nominate workers' representatives to the Board of 
Directors. This exp e rime nt ..has been going on for a few years 
now and Government have closely examined the working of tints 
scheme in these Companies. It is now felt that in order to : 
achieve fully the objectives of the workers’participation in 
the management, it is necessary to introduce, the idea of 
participation at lower levels. Government feel that the 
participation of the workers in the management.down to shop
floor level also alone will promote the cause of the producti
vity, efficiency, better achievement of the objectives of the 
organisation and create n sense of belonging in the minds of 
the workers, which is quite necessary for the healthy function
ing of any organisation and harmonious relations between the 
labour and management.

II. In order, to elicit the views of the widest possible cross 
section of all those concerned with the working of the Puhlic 
Sector Undertakings, Government contoned a conference of the 
representatives of the management and trade union of the 
Public Sector Undertakings on 16.8.1975. After considering 
the various opinions voiced at this meeting and taking into

■ account the experience gained from the labour participation in 
the Board of Directors of a few Government Companies, it is 
felt that the time is ripa for introducing labour participation 
in the -management at the lower levels of the-Public Sector 
Undertakings. The following instructions are therefore issued 
for implementing this s^^heme in all the Public Sector Under- 
talcings under the administrative control of the Industries 
Department.

III. Two types of Committees will be set up before in all the 
undertakings:- •

1. Shop-floor/Departraent level production Committees; and
2. Production Coordination Committee at the unit level.

Each shop-floor/Department for this purpose will consist of 
ection of the plant, which is engaged in one complete stage 

of production in the unit .of oporation in the whole process 

(1) Shop-floor Committee

of representatives-of the 
the membership and the number

This Committee will consist 
labour as well as the management,_____________
of members in each Committee being determined by mutual con
sultation. The Manager or Supervisor or any' other person whb) 
is in complete charge of the Shop-floor/Department .will be the 
Convener of this Committee. The members of the Committee 
should be workers in the concerned shop-floor or. Department. 
The Committee will meet at least once in a fortnight and more 
often if necessary. The life of each Committee will be one 
year, a fresh one being constituted on the expiry of this 
period. Sitting members will be eligible to become members in 
the succeeding year also. The main function of this Committee 
will be to discuss matters relating to production, and increas
ing the efficiency of operation in the shop-fl oor/Depart me nt 
and the Committee may discuss:-
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(i) Production planning on the basis of 
Government or the Board

annual targets put' 
of Directors of thedown by the 

Company.
(ii) fixation of 

achieve the 
above and the review of performance.

(iii )Devising methods to reduce operational costs by reducing 
wastage of raw-Piatexlals, consumption of fuel, power, etc. 

Maintenance of Plant and Machinery.
Better house-keeping on the shop-floor and observance of 
safety measures.

Improvement in the process technology and work methods 
so as to reduce the cost and increase productivity.

(vii) Providing liaison with other shop-floors/Dep artments 
and supply of information to other shop floors'/Depart-r 
ments which will be of use to them.

Decisions of the Committee should be talten by consensus if 
there is a dispute among the members of the Committee in any 
issue, the issue should be referred to the next superior 
officer above the Convener. If the dispute is still not 
resolved, the matter should be referred to the Managing Direc
tor or the Board as the, case may be. However, production on 
no account should be hindered while the decision of the top 
management is awaited. The Committee will keep a minutes book i 
in which only the summary of, decisions and the points referred 
to the top management for decision will be recorded. The 
Committee will not discuss problems relating, to the rights of 
the workers wages, union matters, contracts, and other 
matters extraneous to the production process at the shop floor 
level, as such matters will inhibit the effectiveness of the 
Committee. Moreover there are already other forums for dis
cussing the settling all such issues,
•• Unit level production Coordination Committee J

monthly and fortnightly 
annual production target

targets in order to 
put down in . (i )

(iv)
(v)

(vi)

This Committee will consist of representatives of labour 
as well as management. The General Manager/Works Manager or 
the Managing Director of the undertaking concerned shall be 
the Convener of the Committee. Each recognized union of the 
undertaking may nominate one representative to this Committee. 
The management may nominate an appropriate number of its 
representatives to the Committee so that the Committee does 
not become unwieldy. This Committee will also meet at least 
once in a fortnight and more often whenever necessary. It 
shall keep a minutes book in which summary of its decision 
will be recorded. The main function of this Committee is to 
coordinate the working of the various production departments 
so as to ensure that the targets of production are achieved 
and the production costs are minimised. As in the case of the 
shop-floor /Department level Committees, the annual production 
budget form'the main basis for its discussions. This Committee 
may also dis cuss t-

The inventory position including stocks, spares, raw 
materials, etc.

The quality of raw material supplied.

Quality control.

Production planning and fixation of targets within the 
framework of overall targets already fixed by the management.

Plant maintenance.
Problems^ of coordination between various shops/Departments .

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
(5^

Cont•.i• page 3.



Life of this Committee will be one year after which it shall 
be records titu ted, sitting members being eligible to be re
nominated by Unions/Management.

IV. The aim of constituting these Committees is to harness 
the immediate knowledge.that the workers have of tjje .opera
tional environment and the anse the opportunity of,regular 
Qzchange of views between labour and manageii^ent to increase 
production and reduce cost. These Committees will not discuss 
problems relating to rights of the workers , wages., etc. as- 
already mentioned above. Matters relating'to purchase of capi
tal goods, contracts, recruitment, promotion, general admini
stration, financial control and. other sifliilar. matters which are 
normally understood as the functions of the management will 
not come within the purview of these Committees. These matters 
exeppt those relating to industrial relations can be taken up 
by the Board of Directors. The deliberations and functioning
of these Committees should be fully geared to matters of 
production, plant maintenance, reduction in costs and improve
ment of operation efficiency. It should be ensured that these 
Committees function regularly. The shop-floor/Departmental 
Committee Conveners should report once in a month to the 
Managing Director whether the "Committees are meeting regular
ly and functioning properly. The Manning Director in turn 
shall apprise the Board on the w®rking of the Unit level 
production coordination Committee and Shop-floor/Departmentai 
Committee during every meeting of the Board of Directors. If 
the Committees do not meet on account of any omission or lack 
of interest shown by the Conveners, it shall be treated as the 
dereliction of duty on their part,

V. The Conveners should ensure that the discussions in the 
Committee are purposeful and confined to the matters with 
which is is concerned. The time of meeting should be so 
arranged that the members who are on duty in various shifts 
are not away from their duty places for an unduly long time 
and the least inconvenience is caused to them. If any piece- 
rate worker is 'on the Committee his wage should be calculated 
taking into account the time he spent to attend the meeting 
of the Committee. No other extra expenditure should be 
incurred on account of the functioning of the Committee and 
of course no extra staff will be necessary,

VI. Fokkers ' representatives in the Board of Directors

Government have also considered the question of extend
ing the scheme of workers' participation in the Board of 
Directors in other public^sector undertakings in which this 
scheme has not yet been introduced. In some of these concerns 
immediate participation of workers might be impossible under 
the provisions 
Decision would 
to be followed 
Steps would be 
fflorkbro in-the 
be issuing separate 
of w orkers ’ ; . ____ . _ _ _____
It is also.-the intention of the Cove^nraent that workers' re
presentatives to the Boards should be elected by secret.ballot 
and recognised .unions alone should be eligible to file nomina
tions* In the event of an elected representative severing 
connections with his union he should quit the Board, The 
workers' representatives in the Board should discuss only 
matters.concerning the efficient working of the concern and

of the Company Law or Articles of Association, 
be tail on later regarding the o*}nrfire of action 
in such institutions by such establishments, 
taken expeditiously t.o giva participation to 
Boards of other companies. Government would 

orders on this matter stating the number 
representatives to be nominated to each Board, etc.

, i - -f ------------ - ..—  -----' re
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should not raise'matters concerning the rights -’of workers . 
since such matters are to be dealt with by rebognis ed units 
at the appropriate times in the appropriate f.-brum* Separate 
set up tan also be brought, into force for-handling si^ch 
matters. However« it has to be made clear th’at in the 
jnanagement Board the workers’ representatives are bound 
to express their views in their capacity as members of the 
Board, on issues generally and particularly raised about ' 
the workers, The suggestions from the workers’ representa- • 
tives tn the Board' should promote honest, efficient and X 
profitable working of the concerns.

These instructions will be revised appropriately 
experience gained from the 
f or s ome time .

later in the light of the 
working of the Committees



- Information Document -r IV

4th ASIAN TRADE UNION SEMINAR, NAGPUB.

(23-26th September, 1975)

GONClUSIONS DE THE SEMINAR

Having exchanged views and varied experiences in regard- 
to* the emergence and growth of Dubllc Sector, and the forms it 
•has taken in different countries of the region .and having 
discussed the character and role of Dublic Sector in the 
development of national economies of Asian countries the 
Seminar came to the following conclusions;

1. Abia- consists of countries with different political, econo
mic and social syst*^ms - the .socialist countries ’like the 
Soviet ynion and other* socialist countries, developed capitalist 
countries like Japan,* and the developing countries in different 
stages of development.

2. Most of -the Asian countries after centuries of- Colonial 
rule attained independence after the Second World War in the 
wake of victory over fascism in Europe and Asia. The imperia
lists utilised their colonial possessions as sources of cheap 
raw materials and cheap labour, and markets for their manu
factured goods. The economies of the Asian countries were made 
subservient to the economies of the imperialist countries, 
their growth' stultified, kept backward and resourceless.

3, After gaining political independence the stupendous problem 
that confronted the Asian countries was of rapid economic' 
development, industrialisation and modernisation* of the .economy > 

. agrarian reforms and material and cultural upliftment of the 
toiling people, to make up ’ the lag in the levels of socio
economic development. Even after independence the imperialists 
and the multinational corporations continued' their exploita-

■ tion of the developing countries by means of unequal economif 
and trade relations, by repatriation of profits and resources 
in various forms. , ■ . .

4. It has been the experience of the developing countries that 
the imperialists, the multinational corporations and other 
agencies .have the sole .aim, not of building up and strengthening 
of the economies of the newly independent countries, but of 
intensifying neo-colonialist exploitation and as preserves for 
drawing supp-er profits, and to keep these countries economically 
backward and weak, vulnerable to neo-colonialist influence and 
pressures. The neo-colonialists and their agencies are there
fore, found to be more interested in agriculture and infra
structures and not basic industrialisation. It is; now *b.eing 
increasingly appreciated that indepehdent economic development 
and rapid industrialisation with heavy industry as the base 
with, of course, restructuring the agrarian economy alone can 
juinimise, -if not eliti.inate, the influence and pressures of the 
imperialists on the (national economy of these countries and re
duce dependence on them. The highly industrialised capitalist 
countries were not prepared to transfer either the resources 
.or modern technology to strengthen the economic independence 

. of these countries.

In this situation intervention of the state in building5.
up natioiial economy, in the sphere of investment for industria
lisation became the inevitable choice.'The state intervention in 
the national economy has taken varied forms in different 
countries - by means of nationalisation of various strategic 
sectpre, by taking over of industrial units and the setting up 
of new industries under state capital ownership.
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In developing countries of Asia with capitalist e.conpmy, 
where the accumulation of private capital is n^t so large and 
where private capital refuses, to t-ake risk wit^^ large sc.ale^^-, 
and longterm investments, the building h up off public or f 
state sector, although a state capitalist sector, can and .. . 
does play, unlike under state monopoly sapital^ism-, an apti- 
imperts’lisT, ahtr-feudal and anti-monopoly roje and helps in 
industrialisation and combats the influences and machinations 
of the foreign giant monopolies. Such a state or public sector 
lays down the foundation for rapid industrialisations, 
independent economic development and is an instrument of 
progressive socio-economic changes.

6.. It has been the e^orience of all. developing . count ries 
that imperialist aid and finances which are also lately 
dwindling, are hardly allocated for industrialisation', more . 
so in the public sector. It cannot also be the desire of 
multinational corporations and heo-colonialists to allow to 
develop a strong and viable state sector laying'down the 
foundation of economic independence. As a matter-of fact, it 
is their sole strategy to prevent such a development taking I c 

.place in, the developing countries.. On the contrary, the 
experience of developing countries like India where•a fairly 
strong .and..diversified public sector has come-into being, 
has shown that financial, technical and other forms of aid 
from the Soviet Union and other'socialis’t count,ries are 
primarily chanelled for development of industrial and other 
undertaking?, the heavy industries in particular, which 
strengthen the foundation of economic independence and mal^e 

'building up of state sector possible. Easy terms,, free from- 
liabilities of incurring .foreign currency outlays and mutua
lly beneficial terms of trade have been 'found further helpful f 
for the developing countries which are in'chronic shortage of 
resources, technology and foreign exchange, and are objects 
of neo-colonialist exploitation and-subversion.

, The experience of the, socialist countries and successes 
achieved by them in the rapid development of their economies 
by means of centralised planning in which the heavy industries 
end industrialisation played the key and decisive role, is 
of great value to the developing countries engaged in the 
struggle for independent economic development. Because of 
planning, and control and ‘regulation-exercised-through the 
etate ownership of the major means of production and exchange, 

socialist countries to ensure pl'anned
' • ■ for

it is possible in the 
development of the economy 
he,benefit of the people.

The public sector as ■ 
modernisation of economy of‘developing-countries, and of 
tjconomic self-reliance, has been a target of constant attack 
from’ the imperialist quarters. In fact, the struggle for the 
iefence, expansion and strengthening of the public sector as 
the key to the democratic advancement of the developing 
countries■has assumed crucial importance in the present 
’/orld situation and in the context of the’ w or Id wide struggle 
:’or a new international economic order, to eradicate discri
mination and unequal economic and trade relations' that are 
toisted by the advanced capitalist countries on the develop
ing countri es.

P. The indigenous •monopolies and reactionary elements too, 
aave directed their attack against the public sector while, 
utilising the public sector for their own enrichment with the 
help-of pro-monopoly sections of the government and its

the key to Industzialisation and

Gont



executive agents. Constant -vi-gtlance is the^fore necessary 
against such attempts on the part of monopoii-i^s and reactionary 
elements and against any inroads by the private sector into/ 
the sphere of public sector, to dilute and- weaken the positive 
contents of the public sector. .

10. It is the duty and task of the trade unions in .'developing 
/countries to defend the public sector, t^ help in its growth

and expansion so that the public sector •com«,s to occupy 'a 
decisive position in the national economy as*in instrument of 
vital economic and social changes for the benefit of■ the'people 
Pull trade union and democratic rights and effective partici
pation of workers and trade unions in the management of public 
sector at all levels.of production, planning, policy-making and 
implementation are necessary for strengthening the public 
sector.

The trade unions particularly in state sectorindustries 
and services must take a positive attitude and intervene 
effectively in improving efficiency, discipline and production ■ f 
of the state sector and by preventing sabotage and disruption 
of production, theft and 
government and outside.

corruption by any element in

of the trade unions to bring about 
the people who are interested in 

strengthening of the public sector.

It is also the task 
unity of all sections of 
building, defending and

At the Same time, the public sector must be so managed that 
while ensuring its efficiency and rapid expansipn, it must 
provide for rational and expanding system, of wages, remunera
tion, benefits and social amenities like housing,etc. and thus 
help to overcome the remnants of the old oppressive colonial 
system of wage standards and treatment.

It is the duty of trade unions in the public sector, to 
defend the all round interests of the workers alongside the 
interests of the sector as Siuch.

workers and 
the basis

and stages of

11. In a developed capitalist countries like Japan where
. , State monopoly capitalism has developed, the main direction of

struggle of the workers and trade unions/against the monopolies 
and multinationals and for democratisation of the state 
structure. The struggle against the monopolies and multinational 
companies both in the developed capitalist countries and 
developing countries is linked with struggle for a democratic 
state sector which draw support and solidarity of 
trade unions of socialist countries and lays down 
for mutual cooperation and united action.
12. Although conditions and objective situations, cuw o 
development vary in different countries of Asia, they have 
inherited common problems arising but of long years of 
imperialist domination and exploitation. The task they have 
set before themselves, that of rapid socio-eConomic develop
ment for the well-being of the people, is basically common. In 
fulfilling these challenging tasks the trade unions of Asian 
countries, irrespective of affiliations, have common ground 
for mutual cooperation and united action.

.13. The series of useful seminars that have taken place with 
trade unions of Asian countries in course of the last few years 
on various- aspects of the problems of development problems of 
the movement and unity, on the role of multinationals and neo
colonialist conspiracies, etc. have testified to the fact that 
despite varied affiliations, different economic and political 
systems, the trade unions could arrive at common understanding 
and approach.
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It is necessary for the trade unions in Asian 

countries to seriously consider the holding of an; all 

Asian Trade Union Conference and to take .steps for 
creating necessary conditions for'its realisation..
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CONCLUSIONS 01 Till SBMINAh ON BOBUjATION QViSTIpN

(Nagpur,- 27-28 September 1978)

1. The World Population Conference .held in Bucharest in
■ 1974 under the auspic^sS of the, United Rations, underiined the 
fact that t-O: solve'the problems facing the.'pe.ople; of/less 
developed countri^.’s with higher-population growth, socio-^ 
economic change.s are the foremost necessity. The Conference 
rejected the .ideological position of Idalthusianism that 
large population.and reiatively high rate of population growth 

poverty.., unemployment and underdevelopment, 
the dhmcgraphie history of different countries 

and cultural upliftment of. the people 
of population a.i?.d on the

are ' reap onsibie. f o:
On the contrary,
has shown that material 
has a lasting impact on. the growti 
size of- family.

2. .The Government of India also is ' a-party, to :.the decision 
of the Bucharest Conference Sven then, -the’propaganda slant 
of Goverrunental agencies and media on neo-Malthusian line on 
the question of population and family planning still persists.

3. Side by side, there is a s-'rang current of obscurantist 
propaganda against family planning on the basis of age-old 
ideas of a society when productive' ‘forces were backward and 
massive manpower was the biggest element-in socio-economic pro
gress. But this fact is not valid in today's conditions of 
technological and socio-economic advance. Now .Lc perpetuate 
the old ideology is to porpotuate the degradatJ on ofwomen and 
confining their status to bearing and rearing of children and 
to other household chores*. These elements are outspoken 
opponents of family planning programme.

4. The AITUG and 
ideological campaign both agai 
obs curantis m on t he qu es t i on 
is alho related the question 
and society, family planning 
women's status in family and

its unions will have to continue the 
ninst Malthusianism and against 

cf population. To this question 
of the status of women in family 
helps to some extent 
society.

to raise

V. Health and well bein^ of 
of women from being tied down 
also very crucial objective that will have to be borne in 
mind whil e p a r ti ci p a ti ng in f a lid ly p lanni ng pro gramme *

mother and children, 
solely to household

and release 
work are

6. The Bucharest conference has also made it clear that size 
of fccmily is tte v.xclusive choice of husband and wife and 
there should be no compulsion or coercion by outside elements 
in exercising this prerogative.

the choice of husband and

The AITUG is opposed to any 
Sion waich may take the form of 
rights and benefits, rtfus-al -jo 
benefits or inducements in different forms.

7. Toe AITUG does not conside.! the question of family plann— 
) applicable to industries Vvorkers in isolation, but 
' it as inseparable part of a programme of economic, 
. and cultural upliftment of the workers by means of 
' wages, housing, improvemt;nt in health and sanitation, 
;i onal and recreational facilities, social security 

fits, etc.

Vihile creating motivation in favour of planned family, 
the A.CTUG vJill at tne same time 1 paunch campaign towards social 
hnd cultural upliftment of workers, as a distinct obligation 
beside^ its .general tas]r.s

form i)f coercion or compul 
curtailment oi existing 
pay maternitj^ and other

ing S'j 
treat-3 
s 00*1 a £ 
bettt; 
edu<^a 
ben

^r-nt. . pa'U: 0^
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8. 5'amily planning programme are at present administered 
by Governmental agencies and as a department of the Govern
ment, The AITUC unions while agreeing with the concept of 
family planning will not limit its work only to the plans 
made by Governmental agencies. The trade unions will have 
t-^ function independently for creating necessary motiya* 
.t_on and against malpractices, coercive tactics of 
implementation agencies and officials, for improvement 
of medical and clinical arrangements, and vyill try to 
change the content of propaganda carried through difierent 
medi a, 

9, The 
part of 
workers

trade unions can take up this work only as a 
their main tasks of defending the interests of 
in relation to the employers and raising their 

cultural and social milieu.

» ♦ • ♦ ♦
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DOCUMENT -VI

WORKERS » PARTICIPATION IN MNAGEMENT

No.EM/H/T^
Government of India
I'jinistry of Labour

30th October, 197^*

To

All Members of the
National Apez Body (including alternate Members)

Sir, 

Subsequent to the meeting of the National Apex Body 
on 18th October, 1975 the Government have taken a 

participation in industry at shop floor
held 
decision on workers' 
and plant level, and I am directed to enclose a copy of the 
said resolution on the subject. In view of the extreme 
urgency of the matter the Resolution on the subject has 
already been made public so that all concerned units may 
work out and evolve necessary steps for its effective and 
early implementation. You will find that Scheme in its 
very nature is very flexible to take into account the 
variations that are there in different types of industries 
and in different places.

Though 'the scheme has already been published, the 
Government' desires that the National Apex Body may discuss 
the matter and give its valuable comments and suggestions. 
Such suggestions and comments would receive due consi
deration by the Government. Tlie matter may be included as 
an agenda item for the next meeting to be held on 29th 
November, 1975»

Yours faithfully,

Sd/-
fV.K. CHANAM)

Deputy Secretary



SCHEME FOR WORKERS' PARTICIPATION IN. INDUSTRY

AT SHOP FLOOR AMD PLANT LEVEL

INTRODUCTION

One of the items in the 20-point economic programme 
relates to the introduction of schemes for workers’ partici
pation in industries particrlarly at the shop floor level end 
in production programmes. Government have considered this 
matter very carefully and have drawn up a scheme for the 
purpose, which is indicated below. To begin with, the scheme 
will have to be flexible so as to allow variations to suit 
local conditions and hence will be implemented through 
executive action. Various forms of workers participation arc 
already in vogue in certain units in different industries 
particularly in the public sector. Government are, therefore, 
of the view that the matter should be left to the initiative 
of the managements to evolve a suitable pattern of participa
tion depending up’on the nature of each unit. Legislation will 
be considered after adequate experience is gained.

COVERAGE

Tire scheme will be implemented in the 
in manufacturing and mining industries wire 
private or cooperative sectors, 
run-departmentally, whether or not the 
functioning in such units.

first instance 
ther in the public, 

Fnese will.include also units 
PI. set un is

Hie scheme for the present will 
in these industries, vzhicli have JOO or 
rolls ~

s-pply to those units 
more workers on their

The scheme will pro^d-c.e for shop co.uncils at the
_ shop/lepartniental levels and joint Councils at the enter*-' 
’prise level.

SHOP COUNCILS

The main features of the Scheme of Participative 
Management through shop councnls may be as follows:

(1) In every industrial unit employing RQO or more 
workmen, the employer shall constitute a shop 

council for each department or shop, or one council 
for more than one depaitment or shop, considering 
the number of workmen employed in different 
departments or shops;

(ii) (a)

(b)

(c)

Each council shell consist of an equal number 
of representatives of employers and workers;

The employers' representatives shall be 
nominated by the management and must consist ol 
of persons from tlie Uj’it concerned;

All the represbnts.tivGs of workmen shall be 
from amongst the workers actually engated in 
the department or the shop concerned;

Hie 
the 
trade unions, 
in the manner 
nursber of shop councils iind departments^rto be’ 
attached to each council of the undertaing or the 
establishment;

employers shall decide in consultation with 
recognised union or the various registered 

or with workers, as the case may be, 
best suited to local conditions, the

contd...2 ,



(iv) The number of members of each council may he deter
mined by the employer in consultation with the recognised 
union, registered unions or workers in the manner best suited 
to local conditions obtaining in the unit; the total nm'JiDer 
of members may not generally exceed .12;

(v) All decisions of a shop council shall he on the
basis of consensus and not hy a process of voting, provided 
that either party may refer the unsettled 'matters to the joint 
council for consideration;

(vi) Every decision cf a shop council shall he implemented 
hy the parties concerned within a period of one month unless 
otherwise stated in the decision itself and compliance report 
shall he suhmitted to the council;

(vii) Such decisions of a shop council vzhich have a hearing 
on another shop, or the undertaking or establishments as a 
whole will be referred to the joint council for consideration 
and decision;

(viii) A shop council once formed, shall function for a 
period of two years. Any member nominated or elected^to the 
council in the mid-term to 
continue to he a member of 
portion of the term of the

fill a casual vacancy shall 
the council for the unexpired, 
council J

(ix)
and. at

The council shall 
least once in a month;

meet as frequently as is necessary

(x) 
the 
elect

Ine Chairman of the shop council shall he a nominee/s 
msnagement; the worker members 

a vice-chairman from amongst
of the council shall 
themselves,

FUJ^TCTIOnS 0? TliE SHOP COUNCILS

The shop councils should, 
production, productivity and 
department attend to the following matters

in the interest of incre- 
overall efficiency of the

CL)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

Assist management in achieving montloly/yearly 
production targets;
Improvement of production, productivity and effici
ency, including elimination of wastage and optiinui 
utilisation .of machine capacity and manpower;
Specifically identify areas of low productivity and 
take necessary corrective steps at shop level to 
eliminate relevant contributing factors;
To study absenteeism in the shops/departments and 
recommend steps to reduce thfem;*
Safety measures;

Assist in maintaining general discipline in the
■ shop/departments;

Hiysical conditions of working, such as, lighting 
ventilation, noise, dust, etc, and reduction of 
fatigue;
Vlelfare and healtli measures to he adopted foi* 
efficient running of the shop/department; and

contd... ,3



(ix) Ensure proper flow of adequate two-way_ communications 
between the management and. the workers 
matters relating to production figures 
End progress in achieving the targets.

, particularly on
, production schedules

'S •

JOINT COUNCIL

In every industrial lunit employing ^00 or more worl^er;; 
” ■’ - - - •' main

of the scheme of Joint Council may he as follows

6. L_ „ . - _
there shall he a Joint Council for the whole unit, 
features

(1)

(ii)
(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

rONCTIONS

Only such persons who are actually engaged in the 
units shall he members of the joint council;
Tlie council shall function for a period of two years:
Tlie chief executive of the unit shall he the chairman 
of the joint council.; there shall he a vice-chairman 
who will he nominated by worker-members of the councl

The 
the 
for 
Secretary shall he provided within the premises of 
undertaking/estahlishment;

Tlie term of the council, once formed, shall he for 
period of two years; if, however, a member is nominal 
in the mid-term of the council to fill a casual 
vacancy, the member nominated, in such vacanCj^ shall 
continue in office for the remaining period of the 
terra of the council;
Tne joint council shall meet at least once in a 
quarter;
Every dicision of the joint council shall be on the 
basis of 6'onsensus and not by a process of voting ar ’ 
shall he biiSing on employers and workmen and shall ' . 
Implemented within one month unless otherwise statee 
ih the decision itself,

OF JOINT COUICIL

will be nominated by worker-members of the coupe 
joint council shall appoint one of the members 
council as its Secretary. Necessary facilities 
the efficient discharge of functions by the

o

the.

a

7. Tlie Joint Council should deal xvith matters relatin

(i)

(ii)

(iv..)

optimum production, efficiency and fixation of 
productivity norms of man and machine for the uni;' 
as a whole;
Functions of a shop council which have a 
on another shop or the unit as a whole;
Matters concerning the unit or the plant 
whole, in respect of matters relating to
planning and achieving production targets; 
specifically, tasks _ _ . _ . __ _________
at the shop/depprtment levels but relevant to the 
unit as a wiaole will be ta.kcn up by the joint 
council.;
I'-latters emanating from shop councils which 
remain unresolved.;

hearine;

as a 
work 

more 
assigned to a shop council

(iii)

(v) The development of skills of workmen and adequate 
facilities for training;
the preparation of schedules of working hours 
and of holidays;

contd..,



(viii)

rewards for valuable and creative 
received from workers;

of raw materials and quality of 
finished products; and

Awarding of 
suggestions 

Optimum use

General health, welfare and safety measures for the 
unit or the plant.

COMPOSITION

(ix)

There is considerable diversity in the situation 
prevailing from unit to unit in different industries. Even 
departmental undertakings and public enterprises under the 
Ministry of the Government of India, have had to adopt 
different systems depending upon the local conditions and 
their Individual needs. Keeping this diversity in view, no 
uniform pattern is being laid dovm for.the constitution of 
Shop■Councils and Joint Councils, particularly relating to 
the representation of workers. The management in consultation 
vrith workers should ,evolve the most suitable pattern of 
representation so as to ensure that the representation of 
the workers results in effdective meeningful and

workers.
broad-based

participation of

COMI^UNI CATION

to succeed, 
and exchange

It is

9• For any
there must be an 
of information between the'managoment and the workmen 
only_ then the workers would have a better appreciation of the 

of its 
unit should 
the under-

scheme of workers participation 
ef f ec tive two-way. c onmiunication

problems and difficulties of the undertaking and 
overall functioning. With this end in view, each 
devise a suitable system of communication within 
taking.

WORKS CCNiaTTHE

10. The 
Industrieal 
at present.

the
as it

Works Committees, as prescribed under 
Disputes Act shall continue to- function

APEFtOPRIATE GOVERNliENT

Qentral Government 
departmental in'llts

11. The scheme not being statutory, the concept of 
"appropriate government" as in the I.D. Act is not relevant. 
However, the Central and State Governments have an important 
role in promoting the healthy and speedy implementation of the 
scheme in as large a number of units as possible. V/hile the 
initiative for the introduction of the scheme will mainly 
be with the undertakings concerned, all matters relating 
to the operation of the scheme will be dealt with by the 

the public sector/ ■
Government. :

in the case of 
of the Central

CONCLUSION.

12. __ . _____  ____________ ____________________
for such arrangements for workers’ participation^particularly 
at the shop floor and unit level that the involvement of 
workers in the effective functioning of the unit and in 
improving production and productivity can be ensured. Government 
would, therefore, appeal to all the managements and worknien 
and trade unions concerned to take speedy’and effective 
measures for the early adoption of the scheme in their 
units and for its continued healthy functioning.

Government are e>.vzare that it is only by providing



1 In t)ae industrial apex bodies, as well as industrial commi.- 
Ittees like Steel, Electricity, Port and Bock, Chemical working 
agreements could be reached and even settlement of wages ariiv**. 
ed at. .

In some States also particularly West Bengal and Punjab 
united Conventions of AITUC, INTUC and HMS were held on the 

* Emergency, anti-fascism and Bonus. In nine States Apex Bodies 
have been set up and agreement could be reached on its composi
tion. In others partly, because of the attitude of the State 
Government and partly because of disagreement on composition, 
these committees have not yet been set up though efforts are 
being made.

' At local level this unity was manifested mainly in holding 
Anti-fascist Conferences at unit and State-level. On the issue, 
of Bonus Ordinance also some joint action has taken place at .a 
few places. INTUC workers in some places have also signed on 
the petition to the Prime Minister initiated by us.

•Some Socialist and Jan Sangh unions and workers are taking 
shelter under INTUC in this situation. This has be^n more evident 
on the Bank front where they have merged under NUBE and INTUC 
leadership has welcomed them.

There are inhibitions and prejudices■against the INTUC in. . 
our ranks more particularly at local levels, where more concrete 
action is to take place. This has to be overcome steadily.

In.the INTUC also there are anti-unity elements and forces at 
every level. They can be fought only by patiently working for 
unity on concrete issues and enlisting the support of those who 
are pro-unity. There is a problem of dissident sections of INTUC 
at State and local levels - in certain cases being supported by 
some ministers in the State Governments. The Indian National 
Congress is trying to dei with them as their internal problem. 
But our official dealings are with the official INTUC Committees.

Unity of elements and forces in the trade union movement 
which are opposed to Eight reaction and left adventurists and 
support emergency and 20 point programme, is essential not only . 
for immediate TU issues but larger political issues. Every 
endeavour has to be made by us to carry it forward.

But it has also to be remembered that this general line can
not be put into effect in a mechanical way, particularly on mass 
issues and the TU front. The promulgation of the Bonus Ordinance 
and use of the Emergency to.suppress any expression of dissent 
has had very adverse effect on the workers in particular includ
ing the middle-class employees. The false economic theories and 
state measures which are pouring at every day to save the 
monopoly capitalist structure from its own inherent laws of 
recession and inflation, over production and under-production 
and measures, which are falsely labelled as measures to save 
the national economy but are in reality directed against the 
workers and the poor and toiling people in order to drag the 
capitalist economy out of its own mire, have served to dampen 
the enthusiasm of a large mass of the working class and have 
made them question whether it is at all necessary to support the 
emergency 
functions in relation to the masses. At time goes on 
situation is not corrected, i__ _____ _______ ___ __ _________
arise. On the Bonus Ordinance, the INTUC has also take» a cri

, retreating to

any more or at least in the form as it exists ani 
uidooco. u i/xuje guco uil, if the 

many new problems of TU unity will
!

■tical attitude and hence we have not fallen apart, retreating to 
our old grooves. And there is no question of oui joining, hands wi+:' 
the ultra Eights or ultra lefts in our protest against the re
treat from progressive policies, as fore shadowed by the Bonus 
Ordinance and other such measures.



Information Do element-VI I

UNITY - TRADE UNION MOVEMjEKT

> •

Since the national Emergency was promulgated, some trade , A 
union Centres who had allegiance to the leaderships of either V - 
the Eight reaction or left. adventurism apd hence were opposed V 
both to the Emergency and 20 point programme ceased to be 
openly active. This does not mean that they have been liqui
dated or their influence has ceased to exist. Most of them • 
are lying low waiting for an opportunity and are regrouping 
their cadres through the under-ground method. The JURE *
remained inactive for some time. But soon the different 
sections of its leadership came to an. understanding, both 
among themselves and the bureaucracy with the tacit consent 
of some leaders in the Government. So. they had meetings of 
the Working Committee from 26-*28th August 1975 in Delhi. 
Theylpassed a resolution supporting the 20 point programme 
but-remained silent on*the Emergency. George Eernandez remains 
its President and had sent a message to the Working Committee 
exhorting them to take to the programme of sabotage. Of pourse, 
the Working Committee could not accept it but neither did it J
condemn it. Through J.C.M. its activities are being revised. •

>

In the HMS there have been open differences of opinion. .. 
General Secretary Mahesh Desai, his secretaries and those 
from ex or present Socialist Parties were, against Emergency. 
Cengressmen who remained with KMS led by its President 
Makhan Chatterjee supported it..On 18th August in th.e Working 
Committee a resolution supporting the Emergency w^s passed 
by a majority, some opposed it, while some remained neutral. 
Those opposing it had control of the central office and they 
refused to. carry it out. The President took /action against 
the General Secretary and some others and removed them from, 
the Central office whi.ch was shifted to Delhi with Shri 
Natwar Shah as General Secretary. Mahesh Desai and his group 
went to’^Court of Law and got an injunction against shifting ’ 
of the office. Pct for all practical puiposes the President I. 
took charge of the organisation from his office in Calcutta. 
In a recent meeting of the HMS a KO' CONPIDENCE resolution 
has been passed against Mahesh Desai*, Ram Desai and Vasant

. Kulkarni, General Secretary and Secretaries.

The R.S.P., to which UTUC (Bow Bazar Street) owes allegiance, 
.has recently passed a resolution supporting the 20~point 
p rogramme.

In the meeting called by the Prime Minister and the Labour 
Minister on 4-5th July 1975, at first only the AITUC and 
IKTUC, were invited. Then the HMS representative - that is of / 
the section which is supporting emergency also was invitedi

The Rational Apex, Body was set up with equal representative 
of IKTUC and AITUC and one representative of thig &-ection of 
tl^ HMS . ( Ma-jvG*-

Since then at KAB meetings, we have been having prior 
consultations with the IKTUC on various iss'ues. In general, 
we have been having common approach on many questions. On 
some the AITUC has expressed reservations e.g. seven—day 
working.-Composition of the KAB and industrial apex bodies 
were agreed to after long negotiations , particulaily on 
representative strength on the various apex.bodies. The 
AITUC agreed not to insist on parity in every committee but 
insisted on parity at the Central body (the’NAB)..

Contacts with the IKTUC leadership ’at the top level have 
' increased and despite divergences of approach on many- • 

issues, on immediate problems agreements could be reached.

, Cont... page 2
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